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A. The Literacy & Basic Skills Program
Introduction
What is the Literacy Services Plan (LSP)?
One of the functions of Regional Networks is to facilitate community planning on behalf of the adult literacy
providers in their region. To fulfill this function, we bring our members together through the Local Literacy
Committees. Literacy is an issue that touches many employment and educational goals and it’s important to talk
to community partners about the skills that clients need in order to succeed in employment and educational
programs. The range and level of literacy services offered in a community may depend upon what other community
services exist.
This document represents the culmination of a year’s meetings and work of MTML’s Local Literacy Committees.
The organization of the document has changed slightly from last year, and it is a little larger as a result of additional
information made possible through a Ministry of Education project. Through this project we were able to significantly enhance aspects of our community planning function in 2008, which is reflected in this document. We hope
that we can continue to provide this level of information collection and analysis on future LSP’s, and some of the
work done here can be utilized by other LSP’s, but typically we will not have the resources to be so comprehensive.
This LSP begins by providing an overview of the Literacy and Basic Skills program in Ontario in Section A before
going on to provided a localized context in which we look at learner demographic and learner profiles in Section
B. Sections C and D view literacy services within the wider socio/economic context of Toronto and York Region
respectively. Data and information on local issues like employment, housing, incomes, immigration, etc. will be
analyzed in relation to our community planning activities. In addition to the Community Information tables, this
section also presents the Agency Planning templates. These templates describe each agency’s client focus, program
outcomes, training delivery model, delivery agents, address, program status, activity, capacity, and its advantage
and rationale.

Who are the Regional Literacy Networks?
There are 16 Regional Networks providing support to adult literacy programs in regions across the province.
Regional Networks represent programs across sectors (School Board, College, and Communiy-based) and streams
(Anglophone, Francophone, Native, and Deaf/Deafblind), providing a variety of services. Through literacy services
planning they also document and guide the development of literacy services within their respective regions. They
bring literacy programs and literacy stakeholders together within each community to talk about literacy and to create learning pathways. These pathways help people who have developed their literacy skills to take that next step
– to work, to further education and training, or to personal independence.

Regional Literacy Networks also:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enhance communication among and between literacy programs and between literacy programs and the
Ministry of Training, Colleges, and Universities (MTCU)
Assist literacy programs in understanding and implementing government initiatives
Apply for and manage literacy development projects
Coordinate Information and Referral
Raise awareness of literacy, its effects, and literacy programs
Plan and provide professional development opportunities for literacy practitioners and other
community partners
Coordinate literacy service planning and the development and promotion of an annual literacy
services plan.
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What is LBS?
The Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities manages the Literacy and Basic Skills (LBS) Program as a
support for literacy agencies that help people improve their literacy skills. This program is designed for adults who
need assistance in developing literacy skills. It recognizes the close links literacy training has with employability
and independence.
The ministry also promotes literacy in Ontario by encouraging and supporting research and development initiatives in literacy, as well as by ensuring that those agencies offering the LBS Program have the support necessary to
provide quality literacy services.
The Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities provides more than $63 million to support delivery of the LBS
Program at more than 350 sites throughout Ontario. The program is delivered by contracted school boards, colleges, and community agencies. More than 51,000 adults are receiving services from agencies that are funded by
the ministry.
The LBS Program recognizes that the issue of literacy in Ontario reflects the province’s diversity. Thus, the program supports literacy upgrading for Anglophone, Francophone, Native, and Deaf/Deafblind learners, an approach
that improves access to literacy services for all Ontarians.

The Objectives and Functions of the LBS Program
The objectives of the Literacy and Basic Skills Program are to:
•
help Ontario move towards a seamless adult education system that supports lifelong learning;
•
support literacy agencies in providing quality services that meet learners’ needs;
•
design literacy services for those adults most in need of them;
•
ensure accountability to government, to the public, and to learners;
•
foster closer links between literacy training and employment.

The LBS Program has two functions, encompassing eight services.
1.
Service delivery to learners is the primary function of the LBS Program. Service delivery includes information and referral, literacy assessment, training plan development, training, and follow-up. The mix of services
offered in a community is determined by local need and is described in the community’s literacy services plan.
2.
Service development is the second function of the program. The term refers to activities that support
and improve literacy agencies’ delivery of services to learners. Although they receive only a small portion of the
program’s budget, these services ensure that literacy training in Ontario is on the leading edge, relevant to learners
and communities, and cost-effective.
The Literacy and Basic Skills program helps adults whose skills fall below the Grade 9 level. Fluency in English
or French required. The Academic Upgrading program helps people prepare for college or technical training. It
serves adults who do not have a high school diploma but whose skills are above the Grade 9 level. Fluency in
English or French required.
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Literacy and Basic Skills Programs are funded across Ontario by the Ministry
of Training, Colleges and Universities (MTCU). There are 268 LBS programs in Ontario. Of these programs, 205 serve Anglophones, 30 serve Francophones, 25 serve Aboriginals and 8 serve clients who are Anglophone,
Francophone, Native, and Deaf/Deafblind.

In Toronto and York Region,
MTML is serving 107 program
sites provided through over 40
different agencies.

LBS Program Scope
The Literacy and Basic Skills (LBS) Program currently provides funding support to 219 service delivery agencies in
Ontario across four cultural service streams1.
Anglophone Stream

205 agencies

290 sites

Deaf Stream

8 agencies

14 sites

Francophone Stream

30 agencies

40 sites

Native Stream

25 agencies

26 sites

These agencies currently support over 51,000 learners, aged 19 and over in 350 program sites that are based in
community, school, and college settings across the province, with the following breakdown:
Anglophone Stream

45,876 learners

Deaf Stream

315 learners

Francophone Stream

3,011 learners

Native Stream

1,502 learners

Sectors
Colleges

24 agencies

65 sites

Community Agencies

140 agencies

164 sites

School Boards

61 agencies

There are also 35 Adult Upgrading sites which are intended to increase access to academic upgrading for underserved and under-represented groups including first generation learners, Aboriginal and Francophone learners,
persons with disabilities and remote/rural learners through the partnership approach.
1 Figures drawn from 2005/2006 LBS Activity Reports
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What is LBS?

Overview of the MTCU Literacy and Basic Skills Program
Literacy and Basic Skills Programs are funded across Ontario by the Ministry of Training, Colleges and
Universities (MTCU). There are 268 LBS programs in Ontario. Of these programs, 205 serve Anglophones,
30 serve Francophones, 25 serve Aboriginals and 8 serve clients who are Deaf Deaf/Blind.

Source: adapted by the author from presentation by Lynne Wallace, Academic Upgrading in the College Sector, presented at Riding the Wave: Joint College Academic Upgrading, Apprenticeship and Job Connect Training Event; Durham College, June 2007
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LBS Programs
Since 1997, each Literacy and Basic Skills Program has received funding
from MTCU to deliver five services:
Literacy and Basic Skills programs are incorporating Essential Skills into assessment
and evaluation practices. This
will help literacy programs
to document and promote
the success of adult literacy
programs.

Eligibility: LBS programs are
open to all Ontarians provided
they are over the age of 18
and out of school.

Information and Referral –

Literacy agencies are expected to conduct promotional and outreach activities that are consistent with the learner focus of the agency’s services.
Agencies also implement a systemic approach to tracking, reporting and
analyzing information and referral activity and follow-up.

Literacy Assessment –

Literacy assessments occur at each stage of a person’s participation in a
literacy program (initial, ongoing, and exit). The purpose of literacy assessments is to assess a client’s existing literacy and basic skills. Literacy
practitioners then work with clients to identify specific goals and the skills
that are needed to achieve those goals.

Training Plan Development –

Through the process of developing a training plan, learners map out a
possible sequence for training and the time necessary to achieve their
goals. The training plan is portable and belongs to the learner. It is a very
valuable tool, especially when literacy may only be part of the training
needed for clients to meet their goals.

Evaluation and Follow-up –

This delivery service helps demonstrate the value and effectiveness of the
four other delivery services in meeting the literacy needs of learners.
People who want to improve their literacy skills come from all different
kinds of social and economic backgrounds and they all bring individual
challenges, histories and learning styles to the learning process. Because
of this, MTCU funds three different literacy sectors or types of literacy
programs: community-based, school board, and college programs. Where
possible, a mix of literacy programs exists in each community to meet individuals’ goals. Regional literacy networks (16 across Ontario ) network
with literacy programs and with each other in order to strengthen and
improve the literacy system within Ontario.
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Assessment Strategy &
Information and Referral

MTML Common Assessment and
Information and Referral Agreements
CAWG
Common Assessment
Working Group

LBS/AU agencies in the MTML network have Common Assessment and Information Referral Agreements in place to
provide learners with seamless transitions between Literacy
and Basic Skills/Ontario Basic Skills (LBS/OBS) programs
and to ensure that LBS/OBS agencies and locations have
the necessary supports and information in place to coordinate smooth movements within the LBS/OBS system and
links to services in the community. These Agreements were
established through the work of The Common Assessment
Working Group (CAWG) which was assembled in the fall
of 2005 to develop the agreements and work with the Local Literacy Committees to adopt them. The membership
was established by the MTCU literacy field consultant and
consisted of representatives from each of the Local Literacy
Committees and the three delivery sectors (communitybased, school board, and college).
This work was culminated in December of 2006 with the
production of the document: Common Assessment and
Information & Referral Agreements for Literacy and Basic
Skills and Ontario Basic Skills Funded Agencies in Toronto
and York Region, which is available on the MTML website
at http://www.mtml.ca/Resources/CAWG_Final_December5_2006.pdf

Literacy Access Network

6

MTML also runs a referral hotline called the Literacy Access
Network(LAN). The Literacy Access Network is Toronto’s
only adult literacy referral line. Our service is dedicated to
responding to the needs of callers in a manner that is respectful and maintains confidentiality. LAN is committed to
ensuring that callers speak to a real person who will listen to
their needs and assist each caller in making the next steps
when looking for literacy, upgrading or English as a second
language services in Toronto and York Region. A visual representation of this service incorporating maps linked to our
referral database is available online at: http://www.mtml.ca/
lan.htm
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LBS Continuum of Services

Client profiles
Literacy learners frequently leave programs with goals that
take them on to other Employment Ontario stakeholder
programs. Depending on a learner’s desired destination,
literacy programs leverage the relationships they have
nurtured with other Employment Ontario stakeholders
such as Job Connect and Apprenticeship to create a seamless pathway towards the learner’s goal. These pathways
are maintained through a common referral protocol that
encourages all stakeholders to engage clients in the most
appropriate combination of services.

Employment Ontario Employment Services

Outcomes / Pathways
Literacy learners want to improve their communications for a variety of reasons. Programs are keen to
ensure that learners obtain the type of instruction
they require to achieve their learning goals – this
is referred to as an “outcomes-based” approach to
learning. While this process is supported by a complex system of training plans, demonstrations and
benchmarking, what is most critical is that the literacy programs deliver the individualized instruction
that each learner requires to achieve their learning
goal or outcome.

Job Connect and Employment Assistance Services have
gone through a transformation. Together they will be combined under Employment Ontario Employment Services
(EOES) to provide employment assistance to both employers and job-seekers. For job seekers EOES will help people
who are unemployed prepare for, obtain and keep a job by
providing them with services such as employment counselling, job search techniques, job placement and labour market information. Literacy and EOES will often interface in
the cross-reference of clients to ensure that those who are
experiencing literacy as a barrier to employment get the
basic skills and employment supports they need to be successful. In addition to information and resource services,
EOES offers employment planning and preparation and
job development and placement supports.

Apprenticeship

Literacy learners who wish to pursue further education
and training frequently move on to complete high school
diplomas or equivalents and then post secondary studies. The Apprenticeship pathway represents an important
partner in the Employment Ontario continuum of service
and provides hands on training in a number of different
sectors. In some cases, literacy programs partner with Apprenticeship to assist students in that stream who require
some basic skills upgrading in order to complete their post
secondary studies or to succeed in their in-school apprenticeship portion.

Community based, school board and college providers are the traditional settings that offer literacy
programs. In each case, these sectors have developed
expertise to deliver services in specific goal path areas. For the past 10 years, literacy programs have carefully monitored the various learning objectives stated by learners and have grouped these into three rough goal categories:
•
•
•

Further Education and Training
Workforce
Independence
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Outcomes / Pathways continued
Further Education and Training

This pathway enables learners to obtain the literacy skills they require to continue in their future studies. This may
mean completing a high school or equivalent diploma or possibly pursuing skills training and post secondary education. While any sector may offer this goal path, the predominant service providers are colleges and school boards.
For this goal path, literacy programs may partner with a variety of Employment Ontario stakeholders such as the
Apprenticeship branch to ensure a smooth transition to skills training.

Workforce

This goal path takes the learner directly from a literacy program to the workforce. In some cases, learners are already
employed but wish to apply their literacy learning to their current work situation. In other cases, learners are attempting to obtain employment. Literacy programs in all three sectors offer this type of direction and they actively
partner with or refer to Employment Ontario Employment Services to promote movement from literacy learning to
employment.

Independence

This traditional approach to literacy outcomes is based on the personal life goals of the learner. These may include
learning to read to a child, keeping a journal or improving leisure reading skills. Community based programs have
considerable expertise delivering this type of programming. In the case of learners who wish to pursue independence
learning outcomes, natural partners tend to include community agencies such as centers for community living,
mental health agencies and the Ontario Early Years centers. Often, independence goals lead to further education or
workplace participation in a learner’s life by virtue of literacy learning’s positive affects.
Again, the goal of any literacy program, whether it is community based, school board or college, is to help learners
identify the relevance of literacy learning in their lives and create a curricular approach that is responsive to these
goals. Programs evaluate themselves on their customer service and certainly learning outcomes and pathways are a
significant factor in a learner’s sense of satisfaction with a program.

Learner supports
Literacy programs funded by Employment Ontario (the Ministry of Training, Colleges & Universities) do not charge
fees for their service delivery. In some cases, learners must pay a book deposit and provide their own supplies such as
pens, notebooks and so on.
Funded programs may offer training supports to learners. These may be in the form of bus tickets or passes, childcare
allowances or related learning material or supplies. These allowances are carefully tracked and accounted for and are
intended on helping low income learners to access literacy training. Where possible, literacy programs coordinate
these training supports with those also offered by Ontario Works or other support agencies.
Details on training supports are provided by the individual program and vary from agency to agency. All training
supports are covered by agency policy.
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What is Literacy?
Literacy is an ever expanding term and the definition
of literacy tends to change to reflect the context in
which literacy skills are used. The literacy skills required to be successful in 2008 are quite different from
the skills that were needed twenty or even ten years
ago.
The International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS) defines literacy as “the ability to understand and employ
printed information in daily activities at home, at work
and in the community - to achieve one’s goals, and to
develop one’s knowledge and potential.” Literacy has
clearly moved from a skill set that is nice to have to
one that is necessary for people to have if they are to
meet their personal and economic goals.
The link between literacy and economic success is
being closely examined. With a global economy, an
ageing workforce and an increasing reliance upon immigration to address skills shortages, the literacy level
of Ontarians is a growing issue. The goal of Employment Ontario is for Ontario to “have the most educated people and highly skilled workforce in North
America in order to build the province’s competitive
advantage.” Literacy is now being recognized as the
foundation upon which such a workforce will rest.
Through the development and promotion of the Essential Skills (see sidebar), literacy is recognized as being more than the ability to read, write and do math.
Literacy is also about the ability to think, to communicate, to problem solve, to continually learn and to
use technology.

Key Statistics
Justice
•
•

Offenders experience literacy problems at a
rate 3 times that of the general population.
The average education level of newly
admitted offenders serving two years or more
is Grade 7.

Health
•

•

Work
•
•

Canadians classified among the most healthy
have the highest average literacy and
numeracy skills, while those among the least
healthy have the lowest average skills.
Some direct effects of living with low literacy
include increased hospitalizations and
misinterpreted medication instructions.

People with low literacy skills are about twice
as likely to be unemployed for 6 or more
months than those with higher skills.
50% of Canadian adults score low numeracy
levels and are 2.5 times more likely to receive
social assistance, compared with those scoring
higher levels.

Poverty
•

Between 22% and 50% of adults with lower
levels of literacy live in low-income house
holds, compared with only 8% of those with
high-level literacy

Source: Adult Literacy and Life Skills survey (Statistics Canada and Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development, 2005)

With a fully literate population, Ontario will not only
be able to effectively meet its labour demands; it will
also be a province in which Ontarians can effectively
contribute to their families and to their communities.
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Literacy Levels Across Canada
Percentage of population below a functional level of literacy
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Source: IALSS 2003, Statistics Canada

Economic and Social Implications
The research supporting increased investment in adult basic education is abundantly available from reliable sources.
For instance, a recent OECD study showed that a 1 percent increase in adult literacy levels would generate a 1.5 percent permanent increase in the GDP per capita. In Canada, this would amount to about $18 billion a year that could
be re-invested in Canadians’ priorities. Research from Statistics Canada (February 2005) also shows that investment
in education is three times as important to economic growth over the long run as investment in physical capital such
as machinery and equipment. Another Statistics Canada study showed that educating the least educated has a greater impact on GDP than increasing the skills of those with higher literacy skills. A 2005 report from the C.D. Howe
Institute states that raising a country’s literacy scores by 1 percent relative to the international average is associated
with an eventual 2.5 percent relative rise in productivity and a 1.5 percent rise in national income per person.

Community Development
Literacy programs across Ontario make every effort to be as responsive to the needs of their individual communities
as possible. Utilizing their Regional Networks, these programs partner with not only with their Employment Ontario
stakeholders (Job Connect, Apprenticeship/Pre-Apprenticeship, Employment Assistance Services, Local Training
Boards) but with other community stakeholders such as mental health agencies, local community development
councils, public health organizations, Ontario Works and associations for community living. It is recognized that
literacy intersects with most areas of community development and as such it plays a significant role in meeting the
essential skills needs of any community.
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Who are the Regional Literacy Networks?
There are 16 Regional Networks across Ontario. Under the Employment Ontario Framework they are organized into 4 major regions:
Eastern, Central, Western, and Northern. The Central Region is
comprised of Muskoka, Simcoe, York,
Halton, Peel, Durham, and Toronto. Population
There are four regional networks servicing these regions. They are: Liter- 50
49.5%
acy Network Durham Region; Metro
40
Toronto Movement for Literacy; Peel,
Halton, Dufferin Adult Learning Net- 30
28.1%
work; and Simcoe-Muskoka Literacy
20
Network.
15.8%
10

6.6%
0

East

Central

West

North

Source: MTCU Footprint Profile Data, December 2008

Data collected by the Ministry of Training, Colleges, and Universities in December
of 2008 provides some useful employment and labour market information. For this
report, demographics for population, share of Employment Insurance recipients, and
share of Ontario Works clients have been selected out, and represented as percentages in graphical format, which help to show the level of need in the particular regions.
It is very clear that the Central Region, with highest population, has an accordingly
higher proportion of need. We know that people with low literacy levels are more
likely to be unemployed and living in poverty, so the number of clients on EI and OW
are a strong indication of need for further education and training.
It is clear from all three adjacent graphs, with similar profiles, that the proportions
of EI recipients and OW clients are somewhat in proportion for the populations of
those regions. However there is some divergence. Most notable is the larger proportion of EI recipients in the Western Region. Their proportion of OW clients is slightly
lower relative to their population. In the Central Region there is a lower proportion
of EI clients and a slightly higher proportion of OW clients. The East is relatively in
proportional, with a slightly lower percentage for EI recipients and slightly higher for
OW recipients. The North is higher for EI recipients and even for OW clients, relative to their population.
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The Central Region is comprises four networks:
• Literacy Network Durham Region;
• Metro Toronto Movement for Literacy;
• Peel, Hatlon, Dufferin Adult Learning Network;
• Simcoe Muskoka Literacy Network.

When broken down by network area,
The same trends seen across the regions are also seen within central region. That is, Toronto and York Region
have a much higher proportion of the
population, and hence need, than the
other regions. Further, the trend is significantly more pronounced, especially with respect to OW clients.

Population by Network
60

57.1%
50
40
30

25.8%

20
10

1%

The Metro Toronto Movement for
Literacy is the regional network representing literacy programs in Toronto and York Region. As such,
we provide services to programs in
Canada’s fastest growing municiplity, York Region, and Canada’s
largerst city, Toronto. In terms of
service areas, MTML serves some
programs in Simcoe county and the
Peal, Halton, Dufferin Adult Learning Network overlaps into western region, so demographics for Dufferin County are not accounted for here.
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0
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Source: MTCU Footprint Profile Data, December 2008
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The population of 15 years and above for Toronto is
2,067,450, and in York Region there are 709,555 over the
age of 15. With Toronto and York Region combined we
serve a population of 2,777,555, over 57 % percent of
the population for Central Region. The unemployment
rate for Toronto the highest in the region, and our area is
home to 75.5% of the Ontario Works clients for Central
Region.
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Source: MTCU Footprint Profile Data, December 2008
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MTML is one of four networks providing services in the central region, however,
well over half the population and three quarters of social service recipients reside
in our catchment area. Clearly there are different needs in different areas, and it is
hoped that Toronto and York Region also have a proportion of social services agencies to fit the need.
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Source: MTCU Footprint Profile Data, December 2008
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As Canada’s fastest growing region in terms of population growth, the social issues at play in and around
Toronto can seem particularly intense. Not only does the Census Metropolitan Area of Toronto possesses
16.7% of the population of this country, but we have an extreme disproportion of social costs like serving
newcomers and people living in poverty. Almost half of our population is comprised of immigrants (47.75%
according to 2006 Statistics Canada Census), many of whom come with education and integration
needs. These costs can be enormous, but so are the benefits of dealing with them effectively.
The same urban pressures that create an intensity of need also permits an intensity of provision. The
localization of communities and the agencies serving them, provide opportunities to collaborate and
integrate our approaches to leverage resources and maximize benefits. It is well established that education
is a cornerstone for quality of life, both for individuals and families, and their communities. Issues like
health, nutrition, parenting, community engagement, employment, training, etc. all revolve around
education, so it is quite natural for adult education agencies and institutions to partner in mutually
beneficial ways that will address the health of our region on a number of fronts.
In 2008 MTML conducted a research project for the Ministry of Education entitled Connecting Pathways
for Adult Education Learners. The objective of this project was to analyze the adult basic education
system in our region for partnership opportunities that maximize learning access and mobility. We found
that the connections and partnerships may often be obvious, but they don’t come out of thin air. True
partnerships require clear understanding of roles and responsibilities, shared vision and philosophy,
common goals and objectives, communication and evaluation processes, etc. Partnerships take time to
plan, develop, and maintain and agencies need the capacity to do it properly. In the adult education field
agencies need support and time to build the partnerships.
There are many opportunities for partnerships, but there needs to be far more attention paid to their
formation and development. With adequate resources, networks would be a very fitting body for
facilitating partnership development and maintenance.
School Board
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Colleges
School Board

English as
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and Basic
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Community-based
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Colleges
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Regional Literacy Network Services

MTML

Formed in 1978 by concerned groups and individuals to support and promote adult
literacy in the region, MTML is a network of people and ideas concerned about adult
literacy. As the regional network, we link over 200 individual and organizational members from across the City of Toronto and York regions. Our work is focused on the following functions:

Community Planning
MTML works with Local Literacy Committees in the City of Toronto and York
Region to develop a strong network of literacy providers and services. MTML supports the development of good adult literacy services throughout the region.
The MTML community planning process brings literacy providers from across
Toronto and York Region together in local literacy committees. These committees
work together to achieve common standards on assessment and practice so that the needs of literacy learners are
properly addressed. A top priority for the committees is to ensure that people with literacy needs have access to the
kinds of literacy programs they need.
Every year MTML, in conjunction with all the literacy programs in Toronto and York Region, completes the Literacy Services Plan. Like an environmental scan of literacy services across the region, this comprehensive document
provides a detailed report of literacy programming across the region. With profiles and statistics from each literacy
program, this document informs the Ministry of Training, Colleges, and Universities of the literacy challenges in
Toronto and York Region.

Information & Referral
Through our Literacy Access Network, Toronto’s only literacy referral hotline, MTML is dedicated to providing accurate information
to allow callers to make informed decisions about their adult literacy
choices. This commitment to quality referral is a first step to ensuring
that callers find access to lifelong learning opportunities.
416-961-5557 Literacy Access Network - For people who have
literacy difficulties, the telephone is often their preferred means for
gathering information. That is why we are committed to ensuring
that each caller speaks to a real person who will provide informed and sensitive referrals. Literacy learners, their
families, social service intermediaries, and volunteers can call LAN to find out about literacy programs in their
area.www.mtml.ca/lan.htm Literacy Access Network - The online Literacy Access Network maps the adult
basic education landscape of Toronto and York Region. Replacing our printed version, this online resource provides
an easy-to-use guide that is just a mouse click away. Intended for literacy workers, educators, and social service intermediaries, the online referral database provides detailed, up-to-date information on all the literacy and upgrading programs in Toronto and York Region.
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Regional Literacy Network Services

Professional Development
By responding to the needs of members, MTML strives to deliver relevant professional development to people interested in adult literacy. Workshops, seminars,
forums, and other materials are developed and presented by MTML and its members. MTML works to provide professional development that will help in the delivery of good literacy programming in our region.
Literacy work is creative work as literacy workers are always developing new techniques and methods for reaching their learners. MTML offers workshops and information sessions to keep the inspiration alive and share information and ideas
on innovative practices. There is a broad range of subjects literacy workers want
to know about - teaching, learning, assessment, program management, to start, so MTML strives to support our
membership in their own learning efforts.
MTML works in partnership with other organizations, such as The Festival of Literacies at UofT/OISE and the
Toronto Public Library Adult Literacy Program to increase and expand professional development opportunities for
adult literacy workers.

Communications
MTML stays in touch with its membership through monthly newsletters and information sessions, as well as through the day-to-day workings of the organization.
Information on the literacy movement in our region and elsewhere is collected
and distributed, helping to insure an informed literacy community.
Members of MTML receive our free monthly newsletter. Delivered in hard copy,
on-line, and email, the newsletter provides information on items of interest to literacy workers and learners - from social service announcements and new teaching
resources, to research updates and policy developments. Issues are also available
in the online archive at www.mtml.ca.
For individuals members who help MTML save trees, time, and money by choosing to have their newsletter via email, E-Incoming has the added advantage of providing useful and timely information supplements between monthly newsletters.
Items of interest include job postings, funding opportunities, community events,
and other FYI’s.
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Regional Literacy Network Services

Public Education
Whether responding to questions about adult literacy from the media, participating in public events, or researching and distributing information on changes
in the educational system, MTML is dedicated to raising public awareness on
adult literacy issues. Raising awareness fosters the promotion of action on adult
literacy issues and the improvement of access to good literacy services.
Although much of our work is spent behind the scenes, actively working to
support front-line literacy, we also work raise the public profile of literacy as a
social cause. Through various partnerships including City of Toronto, the Toronto Public Library, and The Word On The Street, we are working to educate
the public and create awareness about the importance of adult basic literacy for
our communities.
With over 25 years of charitable service, MTML has a solid reputation locally, regionally, and nationally. Our services
and events like the Literacy Access Network, the MTML tutor training, the MTML Learners’ Conference, and the
MTML Poetry Challenge have been very well received and are used as models for agencies across the country.

Research & Development
MTML is involved in adult literacy research projects, and stays current on projects in
other regions, in order to continue the development of the literacy field. Receiving input from people interested in literacy and informing them of the findings, builds a path
for new, innovative ways to deliver services.
In addition to facilitating and contributing to local research efforts, MTML also manages literacy development projects. We have a long track record of successfully completing a wide variety of research
and development projects funded primarily through government sources.
Currently we have a Stakeholders Forum project underway which will build on the recently completed Partnership
Pilot Project funded through the Adult Basic Education Policy Unit. The Stakeholders Forum will bring Employment Ontario stakeholders together with adult literacy providers to discuss partnership opportunities that will help
to maximize learner access and mobility.
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LBS Accountability
Continuous Improvement Performance Management System
Using Continuous Improvement Performance Management System (CIPMS), literacy programs in Ontario have
been working with a statistical training system called an Information Management System (IMS) for a number of
years. The IMS has helped literacy programs to track information that is important to the ongoing evaluation of
literacy programming. In addition, for the past two years, Literacy and Basic Skills programs have been moving towards CIPMS in order to:
•
Support a results-based agenda and public commitment to efficient and effective use of tax dollars.
•
Allow delivery sites to consistently provide high quality service across Ontario.
•
Translate strategic directions into detailed activities.
•
Measure the results of practice, continuously improve practice and support innovation.
•
Integrate CIPMS into daily operations of LBS-funded agencies.
CIPMS has three areas of focus:
•
Effectiveness
•
Customer Service
•
Efficiency
In order to develop the means to assess efficiency, the literacy field is developing better ways to document learner
progress.

Learner Skill Attainment
For the past several years, the literacy field has been working to improve its system for documenting the skills that
adults acquire within adult literacy programs. This initiative is called Learner Skill Attainment (LSA) and the intent
of LSA is to assist literacy programs in communicating learner gains in a reliable, valid and more transparent way.
Learner Skill Attainment will:
•
Describe learning outcomes in terms of what a learner will be able to do or where a learner will be able to
go at the completion of their training.
•
Describe gains in skills and knowledge in a meaningful way to key stakeholders such as Apprenticeship,
Job Connect, Adjustment Advisory and Ontario Works.
The framework includes the critical skills needed in reading text, document use and numeracy for the following goal
paths:
•
secondary school credit study;
•
postsecondary education;
•
apprenticeship/pre-apprenticeship;
•
employment and
•
foundations for independence.
The LSA framework also explores the use the Essential Skills/IALS scales which are nationally recognized and would
therefore provide a common assessment language for all stakeholders.
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B. Community Planning at MTML
Adult learning opportunities in Toronto and York Region serve communities with a diversity of needs. One size does
not fit all as programs in Toronto evolve in response to our diverse communities. The following section provides an
overview of some of the issues at play in both Toronto and York Region.

In Toronto MTML
works with 72
program sites
provided through 30
different agencies.
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Learner Demographics
Students by Sector

The statistics here were gathered from the Ministry of Training, Colleges
and Universities Activity Reports from April 1, 2007 to March 31, 2008. All
of these sectors participate in local planning of programming facilitated by
Regional Networks and are represented in the annual Literacy Services Plan
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LBS is broken down into 5 levels. Level 1 is adults who have little or no
literacy or numeracy skills. Level 5 learners are those whose skills are at the
Pre-Credit or Grade 9 level. Academic Ugrading at the Colleges is described
as being at the Secondary School credit level (Grades 10 to 12) or as College Entry level training.
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There are higher
enrollments for
female students
across all sectors

Learner Demographics

Learner Demographics: Ontario & MTML Region

Age

Data by Regional Network is no longer available through
the MTCU LBS Activity Reports. Accordingly, the data for
the following section was generated from the last available
report for April 1, 2007 to September 30, 2007. The trends
indicated here are believed to be still indicative for this
2009-2010 Literacy Services Plan.
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16 to 18

MTML Region: 0.7%
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Ontario: 44.7%

25 to 44

IMS reports Toronto and York Region has a significantly
higher percentage of learners in the 25 to 44 age range, and
serves a lower percentage in the 16 to 18 range, the 19 to
24 range, and the 65 plus range.
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For obvious reasons, the 25 to 44 demographic is the largest
and most important in terms of second chance learning.
The lower percentages in the other demographics could be
a result of more alternative options like credit, co-op, and
continuing education, provided through the School Board
Sector that may not have the same degree of availability in
other regions of the province.

Student Training Goals
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The provincial trend of higher enrollment rates among women and lower among men, is more pronounced in the
Toronto and York Region. In terms of training goals, more students in Toronto and York Region identified “further education and training” than was the average across the province, with that divergence being split across the
“independence” and “employment” to report slightly less than the province in those categories.
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Learner Demographics: Ontario & MTML Region

Students by LBS Level

Level 1 and 2 enrollment rates are higher in
Toronto and York Region, Level 3 is significantly lower, and higher in Levels 4 and 5.
The A on the chart indicates students who
were assessed but not necessarily enrolled in
the program.
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Also, it should be noted that Toronto and
York Region are encompassed within the Ontario numbers, and have not been selected
out when calculating the provincial averages,
which impacts the Ontario average. When
demographics in this region are contrary to
the provincial trend, this serves to bring the
provincial average up or down accordingly.
If this region were to be selected out of the
provincial average and then compared, the
discrepancies would be more pronounced.
The same is true for all of the other indicators reported on in this section.
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Source of Income

In Toronto and York Region a significantly
higher percentage of learners are receiving
OW benefits than the provincial average,
however percentages for ODSP are at par
with the provincial average. This might
indicate a need to educate literacy learners
about their eligibility for ODSP in Toronto
and York Region. Employment rates among
LBS learners is also at par with the provincial
average, but fewer students in this region are
in receipt of EI Benefits or WSIB.
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Learner Demographics: Ontario & MTML Region

Students by Sector for MTML Region

Students by Sector for Ontario
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Observations
The provincial proportion of students by School Board and Community-based Sector is almost even, however, by
region, the data shows that the School Board Sector is serving a much higher proportion than what is typical across
the province. This may be a result of the size and capacity of the Toronto District School Board. With 35 sites,
and partnerships with 15 agencies, they are the largest single provider of literacy programs, and the only full-time,
Monday to Friday LBS programming for learners with various goals. The Toronto Catholic District School Board,
the York District School Board, and the Simcoe County District School Board also provides LBS services and contribute to the number of learners served.
The charts LBS Levels by Sector on page 20 show that the bulk of students in community-based programs
are at levels 1 and 2 and that Toronto has a higher percentage of students at levels 1 and 2 than is typical across
the province. Yet a comparison of students by sector shows that the proportion of students in this region’s Community-Based programs is significantly lower than the provincial share. In other words, there are more students at
levels 1 and 2 being served in Toronto than is the provincial average, but the Community-Based sector has a lower
proportion in Toronto than provincially. This could indicate that the Community-Based sector in our region does
not have the capacity that is typical across Ontario.
In addition to showing a need for increased Community-Based programming in this region, this might also
indicate potential partnership opportunities between Community-Based and School Board programs. In recent
years, through Academic Upgrading partnerships with the Colleges, several Community-Based programs have
been able to increase their capacity, especially for serving higher level learners. However, lower levels are the niche
for community-based programs, as indicated in chart 1.1, so it seems natural that this might be an area of focus for
partnership development.
The TDSB has already demonstrated themselves to be well practiced in partnership development and
maintenance. Many of these partnerships enable them to provide programming for the very marginalized groups
like the physically disabled, developmentally delayed, and incarcerated males that might not otherwise receive
service. There is a separate department within the TDSB called Contracted Services and Partnership Development
whose mandate is to seek and access external funding to benefit students, schools, and the community at large.
Within this department is a Partnerships Unit with its own partnership policy, mission statement, and framework
for partnership development. Although this department is not exclusive to adult education and applies to regular
public school programming across the TDSB’s 588 schools, it may provide a useful model for partnership development across all the adult learning opportunities.
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Learner Profiles
In January 2008, MTML began collecting learner experiences of their learning pathways. This data was gathered
through a Ministry of Education funded project entitled Connecting Learner Pathways for Adult Education Learners.
which investigated ways to increase learner access and mobility across different adult basic education pathways.
The information in this section was gathered using two main research tools: an Intake Survey and in-depth Portrait
Interviews with 13 learners from local LBS programs in the school board, college, and community-based sectors,
as well as learners from English as a Second Language programs, Academic Upgrading programs, and high school
credit programs. The section begins with summaries of learners experiences by program type before looking at the
individual learner profiles which show their past experiences, present learning activities, and future plans. The
section concludes with learner recommendations for increasing access and mobility across adult basic education
pathways.

Summary by Program Type
Community-based LBS Learners
4 of the learners interviewed were attending Community-Based LBS programs. 3 of the learners live in Toronto
and are taking programs in the downtown and West Toronto areas. Learners 1 and 2 are between the ages of 35-45
years old, learner 3 was the youngest learner interviewed and is 18-24 years old and learner 4 was the oldest learner
interviewed and is 60 years old plus. Learner 4 lives in York Region and is taking a program in that area. Learner 1
was expelled from school, learners 2 and 3 were early school leavers and learner 4 had no formal schooling.
Only learner 3 is currently working full-time. He finds his work as a security guard unsatisfactory, as his income
does not meet his basic needs and he works the night shift, making it difficult to balance the demands of work and
school. The other learners worked in the past but all of them were unsatisfied with their income and working conditions. Learner 2 found employment following the interview and seemed pleased with his new job. He continues
to work on completing high school credits by correspondence from ILC with support from an LBS instructor and
tutors.
Community-Based LBS Learner Goals:
• Enter a college program
• Complete OSSD by correspondence through ILC
• Complete GED and enter a college apprenticeship program
• Learn how to read
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School Board LBS Learners –TDSB and TCDSB
Learner 5 is 25-34 years old and is attending a school board LBS program. She was the only married learner who
was interviewed. Prior to coming to Canada, she completed a high school diploma. When she came to Canada in
2001, she started taking ESL classes. Later, she took high school ESL credits which she found difficult so she quit.
She was referred to LBS classes which were available to her in the same building. She is now taking LBS and high
school credits at the same time and is on her way to completing her high school diploma.
Learner 6 is 35-45 years old and she recently completed an Early Childhood Assistant course offered in partnership
with a school board. Just prior to completing the course, she had taken LBS classes at the same location. She had
also taken ESL classes in the past. She found part-time employment at a daycare soon after completing the ECA
course. Although she’s happy with the courses she took, she’d still like to take additional writing classes and find
full-time employment.
School Board LBS Learner Goals:
• Complete OSSD and become a hairstylist
• Take additional writing courses and find full-time work as an Early Childcare Assistant in a daycare.

Academic Upgrading Learners – Community-Based
Both learners are in the 25-34 year old age group and would like to apply for college admission. Learner 7 is in a
specialized AU program for women. She is a single mother who receives OW and lives in subsidized housing in
east Toronto. Learner 7 had completed high school and some college prior to entering the AU program. Learner 8
attended both ESL classes and LBS classes prior to entering the AU program located in west Toronto. She works
full-time and attends the AU program during the evening. She also has 2 tutors assist her on the weekends. Both
learners plan on entering college – learner 7 would like to enter a business program and learner 8 would like to
enter a social work program. Learner 7 will apply for OSAP to help pay for college tuition while learner 8 plans to
pay for it with her employment income.
Community-based AU program Learner Goals:
• Complete AU program and enter college

Adult High School Credit Learners – School Board
Two adult high school credit learners who attend the same school located in North York were interviewed. Both of
them are in the 25-34 year old age group and would like to apply for college admission. Learner 10 had paid work
experience while the learner 11 had no paid work experience. Both of them plan to pursue a college education and
will apply for OSAP to help pay for tuition. Learner 10 only had a few credits left to complete in order to receive
her OSSD. Learner 11 had completed her OSSD shortly before the interview took place. Her guidance counselor
referred her to On-Track, a pre-employment workshop for woman, which the learner was about to complete at the
time of the interview. The learner spoke highly of the workshop and said it helped her figure out what steps to take
next. She was planning on completing a course over the summer and applying for college admission in the Fall.
Adult High School Credit Learner Goals:
• Complete OSSD and apply for college admission
• Complete course and apply for college admission
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Academic Upgrading Learner – College
Learner 9 attended ESL classes, completed her OSSD and ECA certification, and worked for several years prior
to entering the college AU program located n North York. She is in the 35-45 year old age group and is a single
mother of two children. The learner receives OW and couldn’t afford to pay for a college program she wanted
to enter. She had applied for OSAP but it had not arrived on time for her to cover the initial book and course
deposit. The college financial aid office managed to make a special arrangement for her to cover the period before
her OSAP arrived, so in March 2008, she was able to commence the college program. She will continue to finish
some AU subjects while she’s in the college program because students are able to complete both AU and college
credits at the same time at her campus.
College-based AU Learner Goals:
• Complete remaining AU courses and complete college program

English as a Second Language Learners
Two ESL learners were interviewed; learner 12 was from a school board ESL program and the learner 13 was from
a community-based LINC program. Both of the programs are located in west Toronto. Both of the learners are
in the 25-34 year old age group, had completed some post-secondary education outside of Canada and plan to
pursue post secondary education in Canada as well. Learner 12 completed a college diploma in South America
and learner 13 completed some university courses in Africa. Learner 12 plans write his TOEFL test and apply for
college admission. Learner 13 had written and passed the TOEFL test and received admission to York University.
She completed LINC level 6 the day of the interview and commenced studies at York University during the first
week of May 2008.
ESL and LINC Learner Goals:
• Enter a college program; Complete a 4-year undergraduate university degree
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Learner 1 in a Community-Based LBS program
Past Experiences

Present Learning Activities

Future Plans

Early School Leaver (Expelled
from school in 9th Grade)
Worked
Quit Work
Entered LBS Level 1 in a community-based LBS program
Completed Work Readiness Program/Work Placement

Completing LBS Level 2 in a community- based LBS program

Complete remaining LBS levels plus
required ACE subjects
Apply for admission to George
Brown College
Find employment

This Community-Based LBS learner attends a program in downtown Toronto. He said he knew he was in the
right program from the time he started back in 2003. However, his learning pathway has not been without some
struggles along the way. The learner said he wasn’t serious about school when he started in levels 1 and 2. This
was due to a combination of factors including not feeling up-to-date in school and depression due to a relationship
break-up and quitting his job. He didn’t attend school often. It wasn’t until he reached level 3 that he became
more engaged with the program. Since then, he has made tremendous progress.
Learners in the LBS program he attends have an option of participating in a work placement during the third term
of each year if they’re interested and ready to do so. This particular learner was placed in a neighbourhood dental
clinic. The learner observed during his placement and the clinic provided him with feedback forms about his performance. He also had the opportunity to fill out a feedback form which was submitted to the LBS program and
shared with the dental clinic.
The learner plans to pursue studies at college to become a dental assistant. He still must complete LBS level 5 plus
some ACE science credits prior to admission. The learner wasn’t exactly sure how he’ll pay for the program but said
he’d probably get a loan or a grant. He says he’s “financially depressed” but he won’t let that hold him back.

Learner 1 Pathway
Literacy &
Basic Skills

+

Co-op
Work
Placement

+

College
Upgrading
Program
CommunityBased

=

Higher
Learning
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Learner 2 in a Community-Based LBS program and completing HS credits
Past Experiences

Present Learning Activities

Future Plans

Early School Leaver (Incomplete high school)
Worked
Moved back and forth between two community-based
LBS programs

Upgrading Math with a tutor from
community-based LBS program

Complete High School Diploma
(OSSD)

Completing High School Credits
Find employment (learner found
from ILC with tutoring support from full-time employment shortly after
community-based LBS program
interview)

Prior to joining a Community-Based LBS program, this learner had a very low self-esteem and felt the future
looked bleak. The learner is partially blind and after years of negative work experiences, he decided to try and upgrade his education. He shifted between a couple of programs before settling in his current one. He said that a few
years ago one of his programs didn’t know how to handle him because of his vision. However, he said one of the
coordinators insisted that they accommodate him and made adjustments. He’s noticed a number of changes since
he entered the program. “You have a more positive attitude of yourself. Your self-esteem rises because there’s hope
because you can do things you couldn’t do.”
He is currently completing an ILC high school credit course with support from his community-based instructor
who tutors him. The program has helped a number of learners with tutoring for ILC courses. Most of the work is
around explaining terms and jargon and the different writing formats required. The learners can also type up the
work they need to hand in using the computers available in the centre. These are 1-1 tutoring arrangements but
learners can also use some class time to focus on their assignments too. The coordinators said she’s concerned that
without their tutoring and support, correspondence courses “would be very intimidating to many learners.”

Learner 2 Pathway
Literacy &
Basic Skills

+

Credits at ILC
w/ LBS Support

=

Better
Employment

Learner 3 in a Community-Based LBS program
Past Experiences

Present Learning Activities

Future Plans

Early School Leaver (Elementary School)
Apprenticeship

Attending community-based LBS
program
Working full-time

Write GED Exam
Apply for Apprenticeship Program
Find better paying employment

Learner 3 was the only learner who works the night shift and attends a LBS program during the day. He was also
the youngest learner interviewed. He found a job through a referral from his program to an employment workshop
and then a subsequent referral to a security guard training program. Although he’s grateful to have a job, he says
his income still doesn’t meet his basic needs.
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Balancing school and working the night shift as a security guard has been also been difficult. “Sometimes I was late
coming to school because when I woke up, I was very tired. My eyes would be really, really on fire. Now it’s getting
better because I’m getting adjusted,” he said. The learner feels he could progress through the program faster if he
could devote more time to his studies but he knows he has to work to support himself. His father who brought him
to the program a few years ago, no longer supports him
Despite his difficult schedule, the learner is determined to pursue his goal of becoming either an auto mechanic or
an electrician. In order to do that, he’s planning on preparing for the GED exam so he can try to enter an apprenticeship program. Since coming to Canada and entering the LBS program about three years ago, he says he’s had
a lot of success. He says he didn’t know to read at all when he started. He could only spell his name and his dad’s
name. “Now I can spell everything,” he says.
The learner credits his program with helping him make positive changes in his personality, behaviour and even the
way he dresses. He now says he has “a more responsible life”. In addition to his personal improvement and successes in the program, he considers being in transitional housing a success as well. The LBS program coordinator
helped him find the geared-to-income house which is connected to the program. He currently pays 30% of his income to rent. Without transitional housing he says he wouldn’t have any place to stay. “I wouldn’t be able to afford
the rent.”

Learner 3 Pathway

Literacy &
Basic Skills

+

GED

+

Apprenticeship

=

Higher
Employment

Learner 4 in a Community-Based LBS program (York Region)
Past Experiences

Present Learning Activities

Future Plans

No formal schooling
Worked

Completing LBS level 1 in a community-based LBS program

To be able to read

Recently retired and new to Canada, learner 4 attends a community-based LBS program in York Region once a
week. With the help of her volunteer tutor, she’s learning how to read and write. “It’s useful to me, learning to
read. Things are going well so far,” she said. The learner is also learning some basic math.
The learner said she had to leave school when she was about 6 years old and never had a formal schooling experience where she had the opportunity to learn how to read. She developed coping strategies all of the years she
raised three children and worked to support them. She thinks many of her friends didn’t know she couldn’t read.
One of her friends showed her how to write dates so that she could do the basic book keeping that was required for
her cleaning job.
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Now that the learner is retired and her children have grown up and married, she finally has time to devote to her
studies. She enjoys her session with the tutor so much that she wants to increase the frequency of their meetings.
Her tutor said that the learner has brought along children’s books to the sessions so she can learn how to read
them to her granddaughter.

Learner 4 Pathway
Literacy &
Basic Skills

=

Higher
Learning

Learner 5 in a TDSB LBS and high school credit program
Past Experiences

Present Learning Activities

Future Plans

Completed high school diploma outside of
Canada
Completed some LINC classes, had a baby
and stayed home for 1 year (2002)
Returned to school and took ESL classes,
had a second baby and stayed home for a
year
Returned to school and took high school
ESL classes but barely passed
Referred to LBS oﬃce and began LBS Math
and English

Completing LBS Math and Grade 9
English

Complete OSSD and
become a hairstylist

The learner arrived in Canada 2001 and started LINC soon after in a community centre. When she had a baby,
she left school and stayed home for one year. She returned to school to take ESL classes, had a second child a year
later and stayed home again. After a year, when she returned to school again, she decided to take ESL high school
credits. She found the classes difficult and barely passed. The high school credit office referred her to the LBS
program office, located in the same building. She took some LBS courses and found them very helpful.
She’s currently taking a LBS Math course and a high school credit course in English at the same time because her
adult high school offers LBS courses, high school credits and even ESL high school credits and co-operative programs, all in the same school. The learner has made a lot of progress since she came to Canada from Afghanistan,
where she completed grade 11. In Afghanistan, she didn’t study English. She said all of the schools were closed
and women were forbidden from attending school when the Taliban came to power. She moved to Pakistan and
managed to finished grade 12 before coming here.
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The learner seems well informed about her learning options and says she receives advice from her teachers and the
principal. For now, she plans to finish her high school diploma so she can pursue her goal of becoming a hairstylist.
She might consider applying for college but says she’s “going to be very careful” about the decision. “I will see how
my marks are and see if I can handle it, especially with my low income.” Although she knows loans are available to
assist with the cost of tuition she says “I’m not going to waste my time and money” if her marks aren’t good enough.

Learner 5 Pathway
English as a
Second
Language

+

Literacy &
Basic Skills

+

Credits

=

Employment

Learner 6 in a School Board LBS program (TCDSB)
Past Experiences

Present Learning Activities

Future Plans

Attended ESL classes for 2 years
Attended LBS classes for 6
months
Completed ECA course

Working on an occasional, on-call
basis in a daycare

Improve writing skills and ﬁnd fulltime employment in a daycare

This learner started a LBS program at TCDSB late last year. The program is located inside a community centre
which has an employment centre, daycare, ESL, LBS and skills training courses all in the same building. The
learner said, “I was looking for a job and had the opportunity to take the course.” She found out about the program
from the pamphlets available there and by talking to the instructor who said she could come to her class. After
taking LBS levels 4 and 5 for a few months and then started an Early Childhood Assistant (ECA) course, available
at the same location. It took 6 months for her to complete the ECA course. As part of the course completion, she
received certification with St. John’s Ambulance, WHIMS/chemical handling and cooking/food handling.
She’s grateful that the program paid for the $2,800 cost of the ECA program because she was receiving OW and
couldn’t afford to pay for the course. She asked her OW caseworker if they could help cover the cost of the program but they did not. According to a program worker, the program “generously absorbed the total cost for OW recipients for the last session (which the learner was in) before being approved by MTCU as a private career college.”
Four of the recipients who received funding from the program were LBS learners. The program worker said, “OW
no longer covers the cost as they did in the past. Since the private career college status, clients have the option of
applying for OSAP. Alternatively, the program has a Community Skills Development Fund (CSDF) to help clients
with the tuition. Clients agree to pay $156.00 per month when they begin working full time and $65.00 per month
if they are working part time. Of course, they are free to pay for the training up front.”
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The learner said she found the ECA course helpful but she would like to take more classes. “It helped a lot. I improved my writing skills I still want more.” The ECA program helped them with job search skills and gave participant phone numbers and addresses of daycares. They have phones available for their use. “It’s very good to have
everything in one school,” said the learner. Although the woman found employment in a daycare only two weeks
after completing the course, it’s only on a part-time, occasional basis. She still has to rely on OW to supplement
her income. Her goal is to find full-time work in the ECA field. According to the program worker, TCDSB works
very closely with the whole program, from counsellors, to job search, to providing employment and volunteer
opportunities. The program runs over 20 daycare programs. “This is a joint venture that works for the benefit of
TCDSB, the organization and more importantly the LBS learners themselves,” she said.

Learner 6 Pathway
English as a
Second
Language

+

Literacy &
Basic Skills

+

Further
Skills
Training

=

Employment

Learner 7 in a Community-Based Academic Upgrading program
Past Experiences

Present Learning Activities

Future Plans

Completed OSSD at a second- Completing courses in an Academic Apply for admission to Seneca College
ary school
Upgrading Program in a Specialized
Completed some college
Program
Find employment
courses
Dropped out of college program due to fees and distance
In September of 2007, Learner 7 started Homeward Bound, a program offered by WoodGreen Community Services that helps single mothers who have been in the shelter system to become independent and self-sufficient.
The Homeward Bound program has been made possible by the coming together of more than 20 partners. The
program offers academic upgrading; employment training; housing; on-site child care and after-school programs;
one-on-one counselling and guaranteed jobs upon successful completion of the program.
“This program offers you everything. It offers you a home, a daycare right next door and the school’s right here
so I don’t have to leave,” said Learner 7. She currently attends academic upgrading classes which are led by an
instructor who was hired by PTP to help Homeward Bound participants prepare for entry into Seneca College. In
addition to the academic upgrading classes, learners receive computer training, Life Skills and Career Preparation.
One-to-one counselling has helped the learner increase her confidence. “I know other girls who’ve come from a
worse situation than me and it helped them talk about it. I used to be a very shy person and therapy has helped
me,” she said.
The learner planned to complete the two ACE courses offered in the AUP – Communications/English and Math
in April 2008. Since she started the program, she feels her Math skills have improved a lot. “With my instructor, I
understand the formulas. It came back to me.” Upon successful completion of the courses and a placement test,
the learner can apply for entry into a Seneca College diploma program, for
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classes beginning in May 2008. Although it will take this particular learner about 4 years to complete the Homeward Bound program (including a college diploma part-time), she’s trying to stay focused on her goals. She knows
that a more stable future lies ahead.
“The whole point of all of this is for us is to go beyond poverty…That’s the point of this whole program. There are
a lot of low-income single moms. It’s hard for us to get out of that,” she says. WoodGreen Community Services
has developed an Industry Council that is made up of corporations and key financial institutions who have agreed
to provide employment opportunities to the women in the program who graduate from college.

Learner 7 Pathway
College
Upgrading
Program
CommunityBased

+

Community
College

=

Employment

Learner 8 in a Community-Based Academic Upgrading program
Past Experiences

Present Learning Activities

Completed grade 11 outside
Working full-time
of Canada
Completed some ESL courses Completing courses in AU program
Completed community-based at Alexandra Park
LBS program
Referred to AU program

Future Plans
Apply for admission to George Brown
College
Continue working/Find employment
related to program studied

Over the past four years, this learner has transitioned from an ESL class in a community-based organization to a
Community-Based LBS program and is now in a community-based academic upgrading program in west Toronto.
She works full-time and attends the AU program 4 nights a week. On Saturdays, a tutor helps her with English,
Writing and Reading and on Sundays, she meets with a Math tutor.
The learner wants to study social work at George Brown College. She is determined to upgrade her skills so she
can have a better future. “One day when I have a family, I don’t want them to see me the way I am now. I want to
be able to help my children with their homework,” she says. The learner is very close to completing her upgrading
program and hoped to start college in September 2008.
However, she was afraid the program might close down due to the low and irregular attendance of some students.
“I hope I’ll finish my program because I’m scared one day it will get cut off,” she says. The woman said that there
are learners who just come to the program when they need a letter of attendance for their OW worker and then
they disappear. She emphasized how great it was to have a free program. “To lose one day if I don’t come to school
is hard for me. I can’t wait to finish my education, to move on and change my duties.”

Learner 8 Pathway
English as a
Second
Language

+

Literacy &
Basic Skills

+

College
Upgrading
Program
CommunityBased

=

Community
College
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Learner 9 in a College Academic Upgrading program
Past Experiences

Present Learning Activities

Future Plans

Completed OSSD at an adult
high school

Completing AU courses at Seneca
College
Completing 32- week long college
program

Find employment

This learner has attended several programs in the adult basic education system since she came to Canada over
10 years ago and started taking ESL and Math classes. Most of the time, she balanced going to school with full or
part-time work. She’s attended 3 different adult high schools and has worked in the daycare at 2 of the locations.
Her transitions from school to school were straightforward and she finally received both her OSSD and Early
Childhood Assistant certification from the third adult high school she attended. She also found work in a daycare.
In 2003, the learner received very short notice and lost her job when the daycare she was working at closed and
all of the workers were laid off. After that, she worked at many different types of jobs but she did not earn enough
to support herself and her children. She still receives support from Ontario Works. She continued to job search
but after being unsuccessful at some job interviews, she decided to return to school to improve her English and
upgrade her education in order to find a good job so she can support her family.
She found out about the College AU program from a friend who was also in the program. In January, she started
taking English, math and computers. At the time of the interview, she was facing financial barriers to pursuing her
goal of entering a college program because she could not afford to pay the required book deposit and 4 weeks of
fees, totalling about $320 upfront, although she met the academic requirements. Ontario Works could not assist
with the fees because the program is beyond the basic education level. Paradoxically, the learner could not qualify
for OSAP funding until she’d actually started the program and supplied OSAP with a proof of registration but she
couldn’t register until she paid the fees.
Due to her persistence and the assistance of the college counsellors, this learner avoided “falling through the
cracks” of the financial aid system. In March, the program coordinator said that a special arrangement was made
with the college financial aid office so that funds were made available to the learner during the gap period before
her OSAP arrives. The AU program and college program she’ll be attending has an arrangement that will allow
her to continue studying AU subjects at the same time she is working on the college program modules.

Learner 9 Pathway
English as a
Second
Language
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Learner 10 in an adult high school
Past Experiences

Present Learning Activities

Future Plans

Early school leaver (Incomplete high school)

Completing OSSD

Apply for college admission
Find employment

Learner 10 is a single mother who is close to finishing her OSSD at an adult high school run by TDSB. She likes
her school, teachers and guidance counsellor a lot. “This school is really good,” she says. The learner travels quite
far to get to school and passes another adult high school on the way but she thinks it’s worth it because she didn’t
feel comfortable at the other school which she attended for a few months.
About 7 years ago, the learner quit school when she was in grade 10. “I was young and didn’t realize how important it was to finish school. I wasn’t serious then. Now I’m more serious and want to finish school.” The learner
mentioned that she was diagnosed with a learning disability when she was in elementary school but says that hasn’t
stopped her from learning or achieving her goals. “I still get good grades. I get between 80-90 per cent.”
The learner said one of her barriers in school has been Math. She tried one Math course and had to drop it because she found it very difficult. However, she now has access to an on-site Math tutor and is confident she’ll be
able to pass the course. The availability of tutors varies depending on the school. The school she attends currently
has Math and Chemistry tutors who are often foreign trained teachers who are trying to gain Canadian experience
so they can get into teaching in Ontario.
When she finishes school in June 2008, she planned on applying for college to become a dental hygienist. She’ll
apply for OSAP to help pay for her college tuition. “I’m positive I’d complete my course and get a good job and
slowly pay it back. I think OSAP is great because not too many people can afford to go to college. It’s a great way to
encourage people to pursue their goals,” she said.
.

Learner 10 Pathway
High School
Credits

+

Community
College

=

Employment
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Learner 11 in an adult high school
Past Experiences

Present Learning Activities

Future Plans

Early School Leaver (Incomplete high school)
Completed OSSD (Jan 2008)

Completing pre-employment
program

Apply for ECA training program (Summer 2008)
Apply for college admission (for Sept
2008)
Find employment

Learner 11 started taking classes at an adult high school as a newcomer to Canada about 2 years ago after completing a college diploma outside of Canada. She received a few transfer credits for prior learning. However, the
learner said she “had to start from scratch” because she was a newcomer and she “was not used to the education
system.” She said that attending the adult high school “was just like a stepping stone” for her to know how the Canadian education system works. “Things were different back home,” she said. She took several high school credit
courses and completed her OSSD about one week prior to the interview.
Learner 11 said her co-op placement at an on-site daycare was one of her many successes while she was attending
the school. “It gave me more insight in how to deal with children. My co-op placement was the best,” she said.
She said another one of her successes was in social sciences classes, mainly because of her teacher. “He was easily
approachable and always willing and able to help,” she said. As for challenges, she identified lack of accessibility
within the school as the main issue. With her disability, she found that the doors were too heavy to open. She said
there were no accessible washrooms, automatic doors or elevators in the building, which made it difficult for her to
get around.
At the time of the interview, the learner was about to complete the On-Track Pre-Employment course for women.
She said On-Track is helping people who do not really know what they want to do in the future identify what pathway to take. In addition, she said “It sets a pathway to your college education.” She felt the program helped her
a lot because she didn’t know what she wanted to do in college. “I kept changing programs. Due to research we
were able to do, we were able find out what’s best for me and what will suit me in the near future,” she said. She
planned on completing an Early Childhood Assistant course over the summer and applying for fall college admission into a social worker program.

Learner 11 Pathway
High School
Credits
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Learner 12 in a TDSB ESL program
Past Experiences

Present Learning Activities

Future Plans

Completed College Diploma
outside of Canada

Completing ESL in TDSB ESL program

Write the TOEFL exam
Apply for college admission
Find employment

Learner 12 began ESL classes at TDSB in February 2008 after receiving a referral from a shelter. The learner had
just arrived to Canada as a Refugee Claimant. He felt a little confused when he first entered the ESL class. “Classes
started at the beginning of December. When I entered into the course, there was already a rhythm to the classes
and exercises,” he said. However, after only 5 weeks in level 3 his teacher said he was ready to move on to level 4.
At the time of the interview he was in level 7 and close to taking a TOEFL preparation course. He plans on applying for college soon.
Prior to his arrival in Canada, the learner had completed a 2-year college architectural engineering program in
South America. He then worked as a technician, first in architecture and then in computers. Although he has not
had his credentials assessed to see how they compare to Canadian standards, he has received a lot of information
about his educational options from his teacher, friends, and information fairs. His teacher gave students information specific to what he studied in the past from the National Occupational Code (NOC). TASA, located inside
his school helped him find information about colleges where he can study architecture.
The learner plans to apply for OSAP but he cannot do so until he has some status in Canada. Although he’s had
his hearing, he hasn’t received an answer from the Immigration Board yet. “I hope I can solve this soon,” he says.
I have to have permanent residency in Canada in order to enter into college. I don’t know how long it will take.”
However long he has to wait, he doesn’t feel discouraged and says he’ll have to look for a job if he can’t go to school
right away. “Until they give me an answer, nobody can change my goals.”

Learner 12 Pathway
English as a
Second
Language

+

Community
College

=

Employment
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Learner 13 in a community-based LINC program
Past Experiences

Present Learning Activities

Future Plans

Completed 2 years of university outside of Canada
Applied for admission to York
University and received acceptance
Wrote TOEFL test
Completed LINC level 6 (the
day of the interview)

Taking classes at York University the Goal: to become a psychologist
ﬁrst week of May 2008

Only 1 learner – the community-based LINC learner said she would like to complete a university degree. After completing a LINC level 6 course, she was about to commence studies at York University in May 2008. The
learner will study English and Psychology. She had studied Psychology in university for 2 years prior to coming to
Canada but in order to complete her undergraduate degree here, it will take 4 years despite receiving several transfer credits.
The learner found out about the university program by going online. She then asked her mother about it who referred her to a friend who had attended the university. After receiving advice from the friend, the learner made an
appointment with a counsellor at York University who informed her of the admission requirements. Although the
learner was only days away from starting university classes at the time of the interview, she was uncertain whether
she would be receiving financial assistance from OSAP to pay her tuition.
Even though she had no idea if and when OSAP would arrive on time for her to pursue her goal and dream of
becoming a psychologist, she felt the transition from her ESL class to university wouldn’t be difficult. “I’m a hard
worker and a fast learner. When I want something, I do my best to get it,” she said. The learner has been a student
all of her life and has never worked but she’s prepared to work and study if she has to. “When you’re a newcomer
here, you don’t have a choice. You have to study and work to pay your bills.”

Learner 13 Pathway
English as a
Second
Language
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Learner Recommendations
Learners were asked to make general recommendations on how to improve access and mobility for learners in
the adult basic education programs. They were also asked to think of any partnerships that have been helpful in
their experience so far and make recommendations of where or what types of partnerships could be developed to
improve pathways for adult learners. The findings are summarized in the table below. In some cases, the general
program and partnership recommendations are overlapping.

Learner General Program
Recommendations

Partnership
Recommendations

Learner 1
CommunityBased
LBS
Learner

Create more partnerships with training programs
(LBS programs - community partners - colleges)
which allow men to test the waters (like he did when
he was in his work placement). He thinks having
more training programs would help people (especially men) stay in school and help to increase their
self-esteem.
He thinks it would be good if the LBS program was
connected to a school for young men for training
in carpentry, etc. “I think it should be more mixed in
with the school for upgrading adults,” he said.

Need for greater ﬁnancial support:
“I’m still struggling to get to school. What
they’re [OW] giving me right now; I can
hardly buy food and clothes. That’s why I
don’t even take the TTC. I use the $100.00
extra to put it on clothes and so on
because what they’re giving me cannot
support me during the month.”
Create a separate program for males in
literacy programs.
“Right now, I’m the only male student (in
a class of 10). All the others, I don’t see
them. They disappear.”
“They (men) need more motivation.” He
pointed out that it sometimes seems
one-sided with many programs created
especially for women but nothing available just for men.

Learner 2
CommunityBased
LBS
Learner

Increase training opportunities for people
with disabilities.
“There’s not much access for people with
disabilities to put them into training so as
to get a job.”

Need for more connections with employment programs or agencies.
“Nobody from an employment program or agency
has come in. It’s strictly education.”

Need more advertising to recruit students with disabilities.
“I was telling my coordinator to advertise to get
blind students because I believe they’re probably
blind students who probably need this school in
Toronto and they aren’t aware of where the school
is. They might even get their GED…maybe team up
with them and help them. Not totally blind (CNIB already serves them); I mean partially blind like me…”
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Learner General Program
Recommendations

Partnership
Recommendations

Learner 3
CommunityBased
LBS
Learner

Sharing of information between organizations could help ease transitions for
learners and cut down on paperwork they
have to ﬁll out.
“I think there should be more relations to
those programs; know each other more,
more contacts, share information...”

Create more partnerships between LBS and post-LBS
training and employment programs
Better connections would help ease the transition
from LBS to GED preparation or other post-LBS training options.
The learner felt a partnership with a GED preparation program would be helpful. “Any program you
can take after you ﬁnish the program I’m doing right
now...If there’s any other program that’s related to
this program that’s little more higher that I can just
enter when I ﬁnish this program, that would be helpful,” he said.

Learner 4
CommunityBased
LBS
Learner

Take a picture of all of the students in the
classroom and put it up. That would help
them feel part of the class.
Doing activities together would be good.
She said they’re not doing that right now.

Create stronger partnerships with libraries/have
more frequent visits to the library
“Once since I’m here, we went as a class to the
library.”
Need more information sessions.

Learner 5
School
board
LBS
Learner
Learner 6
School
board
LBS
Learner
Learner 7
CommunityBased AU
Learner

For LBS learners, it would be helpful to
have a daycare like they have for LINC
learners.

Learner said she had no experience with partnerships so she had no recommendations.

Have tutoring available.

4-week work placement in a daycare was helpful to
her.
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“If they had it, it could have helped me
learn more.”
Create more programs like Homeward
The AU Partnership has been helpful to her.
Bound and open up the entrance criteria
“It should be more open. I don’t think
many people know about this program
and other options…Through this program, I got to know about other programs. Why didn’t I know this before?
They should advertise more. People over
30 yrs old /30 plus shouldn’t be forgotten.”
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Learner General Program
Recommendations

Partnership
Recommendations

Learner 8
CommunityBased AU
Learner

Create a diﬀerent way of issuing attenThe learner made no speciﬁc partnership recommendance letters (i.e. wait until the program is dations.
completed).

Learner
10
High
School
Credit
Learner

Build more accessible facilities for disShe said co-op placements are available and that’s
abled learners
helpful for students. She hasn’t taken co-op because
“Government should provide more money she felt she didn’t need it.
to help build better facilities; make them
more accessible. Make more room for a lot
of things.”

Woman said many learners just come to
the program when they need to get a letter of attendance for their OW worker and
then they disappear. She emphasized how
great it was to have a free program and
can hardly believe that more people don’t
attend, saying this wouldn’t happen in the
country where she came from, as such opportunities weren’t available there.
Learner 9 The learner thought everything was
Continue to oﬀer co-op placements as part of the
College
perfect about her program and made no adult high school curriculum.
AU Progeneral program recommendations.
The experience gained during the daycare co-op
gram
placement was helpful. The teacher comes to visit
(when you’re on the work placement), talks with the
coordinator of the daycare centre to see how you’re
doing.
Oﬀer co-op placements as part of Academic Upgrading programs.
She suggested that work/co-op placements would
be helpful in the Academic Upgrading program at
the college as well.
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Learner General Program
Recommendations

Partnership
Recommendations

Learner
11
High
School
Credit
Learner

-Add more practical training programs/
apprenticeships.
“Add some more programs like there used
to be (Mechanics, Carpentry, etc.) There
should be more of this. I’ve heard that
students want to take that.”
-Need good teachers.
“You have to get along with the teacher
before you’re comfortable”
-Add security cameras.
“We should not wait for the concerns to
come up. I would feel safer.”
-Expand the length of credit courses.
“9 weeks is too short for program, it goes
by really quickly. You have a lot of stuﬀ
to do and can’t always ﬁnish. If they can
expand the time it would be nice.”
-Need for more accessible facilities.
“Government should provide more money
to help build better facilities…more accessible.”

Continue to oﬀer co-op placements at adult
high schools, especially with community
agencies and or/ businesses in the community or in close proximity to the school
Oﬀer programs like On-Track for students
who are unsure what they want to do after
completing high school `
Oﬀer more college, university and course
fairs
The child care centre, where she had her coop placement, was right within the school
which made it very convenient and accessible for her.
She felt that more information sessions
about college and university options and
more frequent course fairs would be helpful.

Learner
12
School
board
ESL
Learner

It’s helpful having everything in one build- Continue to have college and university
ing.
information sessions or fairs.
Toronto Adult Students’ Association has
“I think everything is perfect. We have a
been helpful to him
library, TASA, rooms with computers; we
Inform learners about National Occupationhave a lot of ﬂyers in TASA with diﬀerent
al Codes (NOC) and career options.
things.”

Learner
13
Communitybased
LINC
Learner

The community-based organization she
attends oﬀers specialized courses for
computer skills, accounting etc. “Most of
my friends ﬁnished college or university
outside of Canada. They have to take
courses for Canadian experience. Translation of credentials is oﬀered for free to ESL
students.”
Classes – “Most of my friends would like to
continue beyond level 6 but this location
only oﬀers up to level 6. Some other locations oﬀer levels 7-8.”
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Teachers come from diﬀerent departments
to teach or give presentations. They provide
information about housing.
Trips/excursions are oﬀered for free.
“When I applied to York, my teacher helped
me with the application.”
Donations of clothes and shoes. “The
program manager gives us a key to a room
which has stuﬀ donated which we can have
for free”. She said the jacket she was wearing came from the donation room.

C. The Toronto Context
Adult learning opportunities in Toronto serve communities with a diversity of needs. One size does not fit all as
programs in Toronto evolve in response to our diverse communities. The following section provides an overview of
some of the issues at play in Toronto.

In Toronto MTML
works with 72
program sites
provided through 30
different agencies.
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Puzzles and Paradoxes
Toronto is not only a city of diversity, it can be a city of puzzles,
and sometimes paradoxes. For instance, when we compare educational levels with poverty rates we find that Toronto has
a higher percentage of university graduates than the Census
Metropolitan Area, the GTA has a higher percentage than the
rest of Ontario, and Ontario has a higher percentage than the
rest of Canada (figure 1 below). However, the same pattern
holds for poverty rates. That is, Toronto has a higher percentage of people living in poverty than the CMA, the CMA has a
higher percentage than the GTA, and the GTA has a higher
percentage than the rest of Ontario. This is somewhat paradoxical given that we know that education levels and earning
capacity increase proportionally. However, in Toronto, on the
macro level, this trend is reversed.
This entails a unique set of challenges. One size does
not fit all, and Toronto faces unique pressures that are not
being properly addressed by policies that are more fitting for
other parts of the province and country. Our research reveals
3 specific challenges - labour market pressures, immigration,
and poverty - that could be effectively addressed by a more
robust adult basic education system.

Median Income of Two-Parent Families,
with Children 0-17, by Selected Geographic
Areas, (constant 2005 dollars)
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Source: Losing Ground: The Peristent Growth of Family Povery in Canada‘s
Largest City, A Report of United Way of Greater Toronto, November 2007
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Labour Market Pressures
According to a report released by the Conference Board of Canada on September 25, 2007, Ontario’s Looming
Labour Shortage, our workforce is both slowing in growth and aging. The Conference Board estimates that by 2025
Ontario could face a shortfall of 364,000.
The report goes on to pose the question as to whether or not a shortage of 364,000 workers is sustainable over the
long-term and answers by stating, “Before reaching this point, markets are likely to adjust to bring labour markets
into balance. A key adjustment would be a rapid increase in wage rates. This would lead firms to substitute capital
for labour and, as a result, increase labour productivity thereby reducing the number of workers needed to produce
any given level of output.” In other words, less people to do more ,which means that in addition to the growing
demands of our information based society, we will also have this additional pressure to do more with less.
The Conference Board recommends that we need to be proactive to mitigate these labour market pressures. Their
top priority would be to adopt strategies that develop skills. The author would add that these strategies should
penetrate down to the basis of the learning continuum to include foundational skills.
The Report identifies and describes several key underrepresented populations that Ontario can tap into to build its
human resources capacity.
1. Youth – Secondary School Drop-outs 2. Women 3. Mature workers 4. Immigrants 5. Aboriginal Canadians 6.
Disabled
According to this logic, it seems fitting to extend this list to include anyone who faces persistent barriers to skills
development and workforce entry, like adult basic learners.
In addition to the societal pressures felt across Ontario like an aging workforce and the increasing demands of an
information-based society, Toronto experiences the additional pressures such as a large and growing newcomer
population.

Immigration
Toronto’s Share
of Population

16.7%

Toronto’s Share
of Newcomer’s

40.4%

Rest of Canada

Rest of Canada

83.3%

59.6%

According to Statistics Canada Census 2006 data, Toronto’s
share of the total recent immigrants to Canada was about 40.4%,
a slight decline from 43.1% in the 2001 Census. The 2006
Census enumerated 2,320,200 foreign-born people in Toronto,
which represented 45.7% of Toronto’s population1. The Census
Metropolitan area of Toronto, with a population of 5,113,149,
comprises 16.7% percent of the Canadian population.

With Toronto as the destination of choice for so many immigrants, immigration has become a major force that shapes our local culture, society, and economy. Although
Toronto is taking such a large proportion of immigrants to Canada, and the impacts to the local economy, Toronto officials have neither a hands-on role in immigrant selection nor a seat at the federal table where immigration policy is discussed. In Canada, immigration policy and administration is a constitutional responsibility of the
federal government worked out in consultation with the provinces. Cities are officially kept at arm’s length from
policy discussion of immigration. But while Toronto does not have a constitutional voice in determining immigration policy, immigration policy determines much about Toronto.
1

Immigration in Canada: A Portrait of the Foreign-born Population, 2006 Census
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Poverty
The pressures on the Toronto region can be productively channelled provided there are adequate learning opportunities needed for people to properly integrate with the society and its economy. One of the more obvious costs of
not addressing these problems is poverty and homelessness. Toronto and surrounding regions are clearly paying the
price.
Recent research shows us that the pressures in Toronto are reaching problematical levels. For instance,
• According to the 2007 Report Card on Child and Family Poverty in Canada, the average incomes for the poorest
10% of Canadian families with children have increased over the past 10 years by $2,576 or 18%. In contrast, the
richest 10% of families with children saw average income increases of $50,115 or 31% between 1994-2005. For
every $1 earned by the poorest 10% of families with children, the richest 10% earned $12.57 in 2005.
• The United Way Report, Losing Ground: The Persistent Growth of Family Poverty in Canada’s Largest City, November 2007, shows us that nearly 1 in 5 of Toronto’s two-parent families were low-income, compared to approximately 1 in 10 at the national, provincial and rest of Toronto Census Metropolitan Area levels.
• In the Toronto region, applications for evictions due to non-payment of rent rose 26% between 1999 and 2006.
• Credit Canada’s debt management caseloads grew 50% in its Toronto areas offices. As well, the debt loads that
clients are carrying, as a percentage of their total annual incomes, grew from 65% in 1996 to 94% in 2005.

This report goes on to state
that access to affordable,
high quality early learning
and child care programs promote children’s wellbeing
while enabling their parents
to work or receive training.
The report advocates for a
comprehensive poverty reduction strategy which requires a universally accessible system of early learning
and child care services.
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Child Poverty Rates Among Selected Groups
1 in 2 for children in recent immigrant families (49%)
1 in 2 for children in recent immigrant families (49%)
1 in 3 for children in racialized families (34%)
1 in 4 for children with disabilities (28%)
1 in 4 for children living in First Nations communities (28%)
Source: Statistics Canada's Canada Census 2001 and Assembly of First Nations 2006.
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Source of Information

Implications for LBS
Programming

12.4% of people in Toronto between the
2006 Census, Toronto Com- This percentage of the population is
ages of 25 and 64 have no diploma, degree munity Proﬁle
the group that is likely in greatest need
or certiﬁcate.
of LBS programs, since without a high
school diploma there are signiﬁcant
This equates to 175,690 individuals who
barriers to employment. As of 2007
have not completed secondary or postthere were 7,025 literacy learners
secondary education.
enrolled in LBS programs in the city. All
programs with the exception of one
were operating at capacity. Obviously
there are nowhere near enough spaces in currently existing LBS programs
to provide services to the 175,690
individuals who have less than a grade
12 education.
Additionally, there are a signiﬁcant
number of individuals with high
school and even college degrees who
still do not have adequate levels of
literacy. According to the results of the
2003 International Adult Literacy and
Life Skills Survey, 42% of working aged
Canadians were at a literacy level lower
than the level determined necessary
to function well in today’s society. This
means that many individuals in the city
are in the same position as a recent
caller to the Literacy Access Network
who explained, “My reading and writing skills are poor, so even though I
have a degree, it doesn’t really hold
water.”
The high school drop-out rate averaged
13.5% of students during the 1990-1993
period, but fell to 7.9% by the 2002-2005
period.

Labour Force Survey, Statis- A decrease in the high school droptics Canada 2006.
out rate appears promising. However,
even if this decrease does equate to
fewer individuals with low literacy
skills, because LBS programs have so
few available spaces compared to
the number of individuals who have
poor literacy skills, these decreases are
unlikely to diminish the demand for
LBS programs.
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Source of Information

The majority of drop-outs are young men.
The rate of dropping out among young
men was 12.2% in the 2004-2005 period,
compared with 7.2% for young women.

2006 Census, Toronto Com- Community based LBS programs that
munity Proﬁle
have a workplace orientation will continue to be important for drop-outs
(particularly males) who are frustrated
with the school system and desire
employment.

The over-representation of males among
drop-outs is not a recent development,
however, the ratio of male to female school
leavers has increased in recent years. This is
not because more men are dropping out,
but rather the decrease in the rate of dropping out has been larger for young women.
There is a marked gender diﬀerence in
reasons behind the decision to leave high
school. Young men are less likely to be
engaged in school than young women
and are more likely to report wanting to
work/earn money as a reason for dropping
out of high school. Among young women,
teenage pregnancy plays a larger role in
the decision to drop-out.
In 2004-2005 the unemployment rate for
drop-outs between the ages of 20-24 was
19.4%, double the rate for all 20-24 year
olds.

Implications for LBS
Programming

Since employers often require the
GED/a high school diploma as a
minimum qualiﬁcation, many dropouts will be interested in obtaining the
GED. According to LLC meeting notes
there has already been an increase
in the number of people looking for
a GED program. Currently, there are
few programs that provide intensive
preparation for the GED. Improving
links between LBS and existing GED
programs would be helpful to learners,
but more GED programs are needed to
serve this growing demand.
Increasing connections between
LBS programs and apprenticeship
programs may also help these young
people fulﬁll their long term employment goals.
Increased childcare availability at
programs would help to remove
educational barriers for teenage mothers forced to leave school to head a
household.

More than 50% of high school students en- Vital Statistics 2008,
rolled in the TDSB from the English-speak- Toronto Community Founing Caribbean are at-risk of dropping out.
dation.
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According to LLC meeting notes some
programs are already reporting an
increase in learners from the Caribbean. Given the number of individuals
from the Caribbean who are at risk
of dropping out, this trend is likely to
continue. As such, cultural sensitivity
and awareness of barriers that immigrants face will continue to be of great
importance for LBS programs.
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Community Information

Source of Information

Implications for LBS
Programming

In 2006, 37.4% of Toronto residents between the ages of 25 and 64 had obtained
a bachelor’s degree or higher, compared
to 26% in Ontario and 22.9% across the
country.

Vital Statistics 2008, Toronto Community Foundation.

As the percentage of the population
with post secondary education continues to rise, it will become increasingly
diﬃcult for individuals with low literacy
skills and/or no diploma or degree to
obtain full time employment with a
decent wage.

In 2007 63.5% of the labour force in city
had a post-secondary education, compared to 53.7% in 1999.
Individuals with greater literacy skills are
more likely to complete high school and
Literacy Matters: A Call for
Action, TD Bank Financial
pursue post-secondary education, obtain
full-time positions and have greater odds of Group, 2007.
being employed as managers or as subject
matter experts. Conversely, they are less
likely to work in low-skill goods-producing
jobs.

Literacy programs continue to provide
learners with the skills necessary to access employment. The need for these
programs may increase as employers
adjust expectations about employee
qualiﬁcations in keeping with an increasingly educated workforce.

Each additional year of education raises annual earnings by approximately 8.3%.
In Toronto, 28% of children in kindergarThe Unequal City, Toronto
ten were considered not ready to learn at
Public Health, 2008.
school entry as assessed by the Early Development Instrument. There was a gradient
in the percentage of children considered
not ready to learn at school entry across income brackets in Toronto. 34% of children
in the lowest 20% of the population by
income were deemed not ready to learn,
compared to 20% of children in the highest
income quintile (20%).

Children considered “not ready to
learn” at school entry will likely have
diﬃculty coping with the workload
and may fall behind. Since children
living in poverty are at a greater risk
of being unprepared for school entry,
and there is a strong link between
low literacy skills and poverty among
adults, engaging parents with low literacy skills in LBS programs may break
the cycle of poverty and low literacy
skills.
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Poverty
Deﬁnition of Low Income: Canada does not have an oﬃcial “poverty line,” so there is much debate about how poverty/low
income should be deﬁned and measured. Thankfully, all of the information sources for this document uniformly used Statistics Canada’s Low-Income Measure (LIM) as an indicator of poverty/ low income. The LIM is calculated each year from tax-ﬁler
information and is equal to one half of the median income of Canadian families, adjusted for family size and composition. In
dollar terms, LIM means that in 2005 a lone-parent family with two children was trying to survive on an after-tax income of
less than $23,375 and a two-parent family with two children was attempting to get by on $27,000 a year or less.

As a result of better employment opportunities, there is a strong relationship
between literacy and personal income. The
average income level of Canadians with
strong literacy skills in 2003 was $42,239
– more than double the $20,692 of those
with poor literacy skills.

Literacy Matters: A Call for
Action, TD Bank Financial
Group, 2007.

LBS programs are of continued importance as poverty rates rise. The need
for these programs may increase as the
growing number of individuals who
are living in poverty seek to improve
Vital Statistics 2008, Toronto their literacy skills in an eﬀort to access
Community Foundation
stable employment with a decent
wage.

The number of families living in poverty in
Toronto grew 10% between 2000 and 2005
compared to a 3.2% provincial increase and
a 5.1% decline in the poverty rate across
the country.

In 2005, more than 1 out of every 4 families Losing Ground: The Perwere low-income, up from 1 in 6 in 1990.
sistent Growth of Family
Poverty in Canada’s Largest
Looking at family composition, Nearly 1
City, United Way Toronto,
in 5 two-parent families were low-income 2007.
(compared to 1 in 10 at the national and
provincial level). 76% of all low-income,
two-parent families had employment income, but this work generated, on average,
just $10,726 over the entire year.
30.4% of all families with children under 17
were headed by a lone parent, and over
50% of these lone-parent families were low
income (the rate in 1990 was 33%). Lone
parent families relied less on employment
income and more on government transfers,
particularly social assistance. Inability to
access aﬀordable child care was cited as a
primary barrier to entering the workforce.
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The sources of income for two-parent and lone-parent families living in
poverty suggest speciﬁc barriers that
these caregivers may face in attending
literacy programs. Given the high rate
of employment among two-parent
families, accessing literacy programs
for this population may be exceedingly diﬃcult. Although evening LBS
programs are oﬀered, there are fewer
such programs and they often run only
once or twice a week rather than every
day. This can make improving literacy a
diﬃcult and lengthy process.
For single parents, daytime literacy
programs are more accessible, but
child care may serve as a barrier to
attendance. Although some programs
do oﬀer child care, access is often very
limited. Increased funding to programs
could allow for on-site child care or
child care allowances that would permit learners to aﬀord a babysitter.
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Source of
Implications for LBS
Information Programming

Wealth is unevenly distributed across neighbourhoods
such that high and low income clusters create disparate
“cities” within Toronto. High income neighbourhoods
(where average personal incomes increased 32% between
1996 -2001) are concentrated in the central core. Middle
income neighbourhoods are clustered adjacent to them.
Low income neighbourhoods, where average incomes
have consistently declined (34% in 30 years) also form distinct clusters in the northwest (North Etobicoke and North
York West) and the east (North Scarborough and parts of
both North York East and South Scarborough). Wealth is
unevenly distributed across neighbourhoods such that
high and low income clusters create disparate “cities” within
Toronto. High income neighbourhoods (where average
personal incomes increased 32% between 1996 -2001) are
concentrated in the central core. Middle income neighbourhoods are clustered adjacent to them. Low income
neighbourhoods, where average incomes have consistently declined (34% in 30 years) also form distinct clusters in
the northwest (North Etobicoke and North York West) and
the east (North Scarborough and parts of both North York
East and South Scarborough).

Vital Statistics
2008, Toronto
Community
Foundation

Although there is clearly a need
for LBS programs in low-income
neighbourhoods in the northwest
and east, these areas are underserviced. With fewer programs and
less public transit availability than
the downtown core, learners in
these areas may have to travel up
to two hours to reach an appropriate literacy program. More programs are needed in these areas..

Credit Canada’s Toronto oﬃces reported a 50% increase
in debt management caseloads between 1996 and 2005.
Additionally, the debt loads that clients are carrying, as a
percentage of their total annual incomes, grew from 65%
to 94% over this same period.

Losing Ground:
The Persistent
Growth of
Family Poverty
in Canada’s
Largest City,
United Way
Toronto, 2007.

Incorporating ﬁnancial literacy to
promote understanding of credit
and interest rates into more LBS
programs could help learners avoid
accruing unnecessary debt.

There has been an eightfold increase in the number of
payday loan and cheque cashing outlets, rising from 39 in
1995 to 317 in 2007. These outlets are heavily concentrated
in the city’s low-income neighbourhoods and charge borrowers much more than traditional sources of credit. The
Financial Consumer Agency of Canada estimates that it
costs $50 to take out a 14-day $300 loan – the equivalent
of a 435% annual rate of interest.
Debt is certainly accrued out of need, but most borrowers
don’t realize the kinds of terms that they are agreeing to
when they take out loans, or what it will cost them the end.
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Immigration
Toronto has the highest concentration of
visible minorities in any metropolitan area
in the country. Half of all Torontonians
were born outside the country; 47% have
a mother tongue other than English or
French.

Vital Statistics 2008, Toronto Community Foundation.

Although many recent immigrants will
go through ESL programs, others are
English speaking (i.e. many immigrants
from the Caribbean) and may require
LBS programming. Still other immigrants are at an intermediate level of
spoken English, but lack literacy skills
in their ﬁrst language and in English. These immigrants will also be in
need of LBS programs. As such, social
inclusion and cultural sensitivity will
continue to be an important aspect of
literacy work in Toronto.

Vital Statistics 2008, Toronto Community Foundation.

Recent immigrants participating in LBS
programs have an increased likelihood
of living in poverty and requiring employment. There is a need to identify
workplace training programs and to
bridge LBS programs with them.

Vital Statistics 2008, Toronto Community Foundation.

Programs are likely to continue to see
immigrant learners who grew up in
Canada and speak the language, but
who were unable to develop adequate
literacy skills due to a lack of educational supports.

In 2006 Toronto was home to 8% of
Canada’s population, but 30% of all recent
immigrants (people who have arrived in
Canada in the previous 5 years).

Earnings for recent immigrants are still less
than half those of Canadian-born citizens,
even for those with post-secondary credentials.
The unemployment rate for recent immigrants is almost double the rate for non-immigrants.
Whereas 84% of the population in high income neighbourhoods is white, 62% of the
population in low income neighbourhoods
(particularly in the northwest and east end
of the city) are immigrants, and represent a
disproportionate number of Toronto’s Black,
Chinese and South Asian population.

91% of elementary schools in the city have
students for whom English is a second
language (9% of the total elementary
population). But of those schools, 34% had
no English as a Second Language teacher
in 2007/8.
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Employment
Between 2000 and 2005 the number of
jobs grew in Ontario grew by 10%, while in
the City of Toronto the overall number of
jobs declined by 2.6%. Consequently, the
unemployment rate in the city was 8.0% in
2005 compared to 6.6% in the province as
a whole.
Employment Insurance, which should be
the ﬁrst safety net for unemployed workers, remained inaccessible to most unemployed Torontonians. In 2004, only 27% of
Toronto’s unemployed workers were able
to obtain EI, one of the lowest rates of access in the country. This disproportionately
aﬀects Toronto’s precarious workers and
immigrants who do not have long work
histories in Canada.
Precarious employment is insecure temporary employment which is often characterized by poor job quality, low wages, and
no health or pension beneﬁts. Precarious
employment is on the rise in Toronto, due
in part to a broader economic shift from
manufacturing industries to a more service-based economy. Reliance on precarious employment is leading to a parallel
increase in multiple job holders.

Vital Statistics 2008, Toronto Community Foundation.

LBS programming linked with workplace training for learners with
employment goals continues to be
important.

Losing Ground: The Persistent Growth of Family
Poverty in Canada’s Largest
City, United Way Toronto,
2007.

Programs for employment should lead
Losing Ground: The Perto sustainable employment rather than
sistent Growth of Family
Poverty in Canada’s Largest only entry-level positions.
City, United Way Toronto,
2007.
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Housing
Between 1996 and 2006 applications for
evictions due to non-payment of rent rose
26%. 1/3 of individuals who are evicted for
non-payment of rent become homeless.

Losing Ground: The Persistent Growth of Family
Poverty in Canada’s Largest
City, United Way Toronto,
2007.

As of 2005, 208,300 renter households
(46.6% of all renter households and 21.3%
of all households) were paying more than
30% of their income on rent (the generally agreed upon threshold beyond which
housing is not aﬀordable).

Hunger is a problem that continues to
aﬀect many literacy learners. Learners
who come to programs hungry are
less able to learn. Some learners who
are receiving transportation allowances to travel to programs may use the
money to purchase food, leaving them
without reliable transportation to the
literacy program.
Increasing ﬂexibility on how programs
are able to use Training Support resources would help programs respond
creatively to these issues (i.e. contributing to a learner-led lunch program).
These types of programs also provide
learning opportunities for high-risk
literacy learners to learn about nutritious eating and food preparation
while at the same time providing meal
programs.

The average wait time for a social housing
unit has lengthened to more than 15 years.

Health
Higher literacy scores are correlated with
better health, which may reﬂect the fact
that knowledge of health issues is often
conveyed through printed materials.

Literacy Matters: A Call for
Action, TD Bank Financial
Group, 2007.

The Unequal City, Toronto
If everyone in Toronto was as healthy as
Public Health, 2008.
those with the highest income (the top
20% of the population by earnings), this
would result in nearly 18% fewer premature
deaths, 46% fewer teen pregnancies, and
13% fewer male smokers.
Soaring diabetes rates and growing food
bank use has been observed in the city’s
lowest income neighbourhoods.
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Literacy programs that use a health focused learning curriculum (i.e. Frontier
College’s Independent Studies Program) are important in imparting vital
health information to learners who
may have been unable to access this
information in past.

Given the rising rates of diabetes, these
Vital Statistics 2008, Toronto health focused programs are more
Community Foundation.
important now than ever before.
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The majority of Canadian seniors have relatively low literacy. For example, only 15%
over the age of 65 had adequate document literacy. This likely has an impact on
their standard of living making them more
reliant on family or helpers and restricting
their ability to participate in their communities. Low literacy also poses a health risk
if they are unable to read prescriptions or
follow written instructions for medications.

Losing Ground: The Persistent Growth of Family
Poverty in Canada’s Largest
City, United Way Toronto,
2007.

LBS programs oﬀer many learners a
sense of community, improving health
not only by increasing their ability to
read health related materials, but also
through alleviating the shame and resulting isolation that many individuals
with low literacy skills have developed
from years of feeling they had to hide
their “problem.”

About half of all individuals with poor
literacy skills are not engaged in their community compared with one ﬁfth of individuals with strong literacy skills.
In 2005, 65% of individuals who reported a
strong or somewhat strong sense of community belonging also reported excellent
or very good general health. Conversely,
only 51% of those who reported a weak
sense of belonging also reported good
physical health.
Numerous psychological studies have
shown that individuals who are lonely
have poorer immune function and higher
mortality rates than individuals who have
meaningful connections to others.

Literacy Matters: A Call for
Action, TD Bank Financial
Group, 2007.

Vital Statistics 2008, Toronto Community Foundation.

Cacioppo et al. Loneliness and Health: Potential
Mechanisms. Psychosomatic Medicine. 2002. 64:
407-417.

Programs have identiﬁed an increase in
Council Fire, Street Haven,
the number of learners with mental health PPR
issues and the number of learners on medication.
The unemployment rate of people with se- Route to Work, Canadian
rious mental illness is reported at between Mental Health Association,
70-90%.
2004.

Social inclusion of learners with mental
illnesses is very important. Individuals
with mental illnesses are often stigmatized. This stigma, in combination
with diﬃculty coping with symptoms
and feelings of shame over low literacy
skills and unemployment can make accessing literacy programs particularly
diﬃcult. Well informed staﬀ members
and ﬂexible programs help to remove
educational barriers for this population.
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Disabilities
Over 1/3 of working adults with disabilities
have less than a high school education.
Many people with disabilities need multiple supports to participate in educational
programs.

Advancing the inclusion of
persons with disabilities:
Supporting persons with
disabilities, A Government
of Canada report, 2004.

47% of food bank clients identify as having
a disability or chronic illness.

Who’s Hungry 2008, Daily
Bread Food Bank.

LBS programs oﬀer many learners a
sense of community, improving health
not only by increasing their ability to
read health related materials, but also
through alleviating the shame and resulting isolation that many individuals
with low literacy skills have developed
from years of feeling they had to hide
their “problem.”

First Nations
In 2006, 49% fewer First Nations individuals Vital Statistics 2008, Tohad ﬁnished high school than those in the ronto Community Foundanon-First Nations population (when popu- tion.
lation size was accounted for).
Based on the experiences of First Nations
literacy programs in Toronto, there is a
need for literacy programming that includes First Nations culture.

Council Fire

Anglophone literacy programs continue to look to the First Nations Stream
literacy programs in Toronto for leadership in providing literacy programming
within a First Nations cultural environment.

Francophone
More than 80% of the learners at AlphaToronto are refugees or immigrants from
countries where French is the ﬁrst language. Approximately 70% of the learners
are receiving support from Ontario Works.
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Alpha-Toronto

The challenges highlighted in other
sections of the community information tables are paralleled in the Francophone community.
There is a need for ongoing communication between Ontario Works and
Alpha Toronto to ensure that there is
appropriate literacy testing for Francophone learners.

Trends & Highlights
Literacy and ESL
A very obvious area for collaboration in our region is the natural overlap between language and literacy. Although
many newcomers are well educated, many English as a Second Language learners require literacy training to
become work ready. High level ESL learners are often know to have large gaps in their literacy skills that they
themselves were not aware of. As one literacy worker put it, “they don’t know what they don’t know”. They
score quite high on the Canadian Language Benchmarks, but quite low on the Test of Workplace Essential Skills
(TOWES). They are not work ready as employers will not hire them for fear of costly mistakes. For these and other
reasons, literacy programs are seeing more and more ESL learners.
There is also a significant number of ESL Literacy learners who don’t have literacy skills in their first language. It
requires special strategies that draw on both Literacy and ESL expertise to teach someone a new language and to
read and write for the first time. Currently there is no strategy, federally, provincially, or locally for dealing with this
issue.

Four to One
With over 40 agencies and institutions respresented on our Local Literacy Committees, we need to make very effective use of our meeting time. One strategy has been to combine the four Toronto LLCs into one large group
(programs in York Region comprise their own LLC dealing with issues in that region). Feedback has been positive,
integration has been increased, and the committee has been very responsive to issues raised at meetings. One challenge of such a large group is that we no longer have meeting time for each participant to give a program update. To
address this challenges, the committee has decided to seek funding for an online content management system where
programs could collaborate and share information on committee business. Another concern resulting from the large
group city-wide group, was not to lose the smaller community/neighbourhood focus. Small sub-groups may be a way
to address this challenge.

Collective Public Outreach Campaign
Our LLC’s have demonstrated a great ability to come together to work collectively on initiatives that are more effective and productive when done as a
shared venture. Last year year we focused on a collective education campaign.
The Toronto and York Region LLC’s were brought together as one group to
identify common objectives, the outreach vehicle (a poster), and the main
message. The poster was launched and distributed in September 2008, and
we have seen a marked increase in calls to the LAN hotline which we are
tracking in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the poster. For 2008-2009,
the LLC’s have decided to take a collective approach to professional development, which is being undertaken by a committee for Toronto and a separate
committee for York Region.
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Trends & Highlights

Numeracy a rising priority
With more people being laid off, and more ESL learners utilizing literacy programs, workforce and workplace learning
goals are being increasingly identified as the priority among new learners. Accordingly, a need for learning materials
and resources on math and numeracy is being identified by literacy workers.

Transitions to Academic Upgrading Programs
Programs have identified that learners are often having difficult making the transition to college academic upgrading
programs, and that many drop out. Many cannot afford to go full-time, and the transition from 1 to 1 and small group
learning to a classroom in a large institution can be quite dramatic for many learners. Many learners could benefit
from continued 1-to 1 support while attending Academic Upgrading Programs at the Colleges. In the fall of 2006,
MTCU introduced Academic Upgrading Partnerships to help address the difficulty learners have when transitioning
to college academic upgrading. For more information on these partnerships see Section E. Academic Upgrading Partnerships Update on page 153 of this report, and also within the agency planning templates in the following section.

Flexibility of Delivery
Programs are reporting that more learners are looking for flexibility of delivery and that there is a whole spectrum
of delivery needs among the learners they see. Literacy learners often have many other challenges like employment,
children, transportation, and financial issues, that can act as barriers to their learning lives. They need flexible programming that can be adapted to their life circumstances, so that learning goals can be effectively integrated into
their lives. If these needs go unmet, most simply drop out.

Increase in Lower Level Learners
Programs also noted that they are seeing an increase in lower level learners. In particular high school graduates and
others are ESL students.

LBS Program as a Credible Alternative
There is a challenge to better integrate the LBS system with other learning opportunities so that the LBS programs
are not stigmatized and more accurately viewed as foundational skills that many adults needs for higher learning.
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Toronto Local Literacy
Committee Planning Templates
Capacity Information
This section includes projections of learners served by LBS Delivery Agencies on the Toronto Local Literacy Committee. It also concludes a summary of LBS Delivery Agencies’ referrals from and to EO/MTCU initiatives in 20082009.

Agency Planning Templates
This section includes the planning templates for each LBS Delivery Agency on the Toronto Local Literacy Committee, and reflects how the agencies respond to community needs.
It describes each Agency’s client focus, program outcomes, training delivery model, delivery agents, address, program
status, activity, capacity, and its advantage and rationale. If there are changes from the previous LSP, this is noted in
the “Advantage/Rationale” column on the far right. Information on
The programs are organized by stream in the following order:
1.
Anglophone Stream: Community-based Programs
2.
Anglophone Stream: School Board Programs
3.
Anglophone Stream: College Programs
4.
Anglophone Stream: Special Focus Programs
5.
Native Stream Programs
6.
Francophone Stream Programs

E-learning
This section includes a summary of learners invoivement in MTCU e-learning initiatives.

Information and Referral:

These tables are designed for planning purposes. For Information and Referral to LBS programs in the City of Toronto, contact the Literacy Access Network (LAN), 416-961-5557, or go to the MTML website, www.mtml.ca and
follow the link to LAN. LAN is a service of the Metro Toronto Movement for Literacy.
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D. The York Region Context

York Region is known as Canada’s fastest
growing municipality. As the population
grows, so do social needs. This presents
a challenge to all social service organizations, including literacy programs.
York Region also experiences combined
urban and rural issues. Like Toronto,
the urban issues in York Region include
labour market pressures, a high concentration of newcomers with integration
needs, and increasing poverty levels attendant with a host of derivative social
problems. Unlike Toronto, literacy programs in York Region are also serving
rural areas, which present unique challenges like transportation issues, and
lack of community supports.
Labour market issues are particularily
intense in York Region. With ongoing
layoffs in the manufacturing sector, York
Region faceslong-term training and education needs.
Literacy programs in York Region are
also faced by the challenge of being less integrated with the rest of the programs in their planning area. With their
own municipalities, public transportation services, and geographic issues it can be a challenge for programs to remain
connected with their counterparts in Toronto. MTML has attempted to address these needs by holding separate
LLC meetings in York Region, forming a sub-committee to address professional development issues unique to York
Region, among other things. Yet this seems to present a conundrum in that making special arrangements for this
regions serves to perpetuate issues of isolation and lack of integration.
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Local Demographics

When the MTCU Footprint Profile data is broken down by network area to include York Region separately, we can
see that it encompasses a larger population than two of the network areas.

Population by Network Area
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The government structure
is two-tier, with services
provided by the Region
and local area municipal
governments. The Region
provides services for its
residents and businesses
that include transportation services, transit, water,
wastewater, emergency
services, policing, human
services and growth management.

Richmond
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Vaugh-han

Whitchurch
Stouf-fville

* percentage of adult population
aged 25 to 64 with no certiﬁcate or
degree ( i.e. no OSSD, GED, college
diploma, etc.)
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Local Demographics

York Region

Town of Aurora
According to
Census 2006, York
Region has a population of 933,350,
up frp,m 759,660 in
2001. York Region
is expected to have
over 1,000,000 residents by 2011, and
1,195,000 by 2021.

According to Census 2006, Aurora
has a population
of 47,629, up
from 40,167 in
2001. Aurora is
expected to have
56,000 residents
by 2011, and
69,000 by 2021.
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Local Demographics

Town of East Gwillimbury

Town of Georgina
According to Census
2006, Georgina has a
population of 42,3460,
up from 39,263 in 2006.
Georgina includes
Baldwin, Bellhaven,
Georgina Island and
Virginia Beach, Historic
Lakeshore communities, Keswick, Peﬀerlaw,
and Udora.

According to Census
2006, East Gwillimbury
has a population of
21,069, up from 20,555
in 2001. The Town of
East Gwillimbury includes Holland Landing, Holt, Mount Albert,
Queensville, River Drive
Park, and Sharon.
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Local Demographics

Township of King

Town of Markham
According to Census
2006, King Township
has a population
of 19,487, up from
18,533. The Township
of King includes Ansnorveldt, Kettleby,
King City, Laskay,
Lloydtown, Pottageville, Schomberg,
and Snowball.

According to Census 2006,
Markham has a population of 261,573 up from
208,615 in 2001. The Town
of Markham includes Box
Grove, Buttonville, Cashrel,
Cedar Grove, Dicksons Hill,
Locust Hill, Markham, Milliken, Mongolia, Thornhill,
Unionville, and Victoria.
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Local Demographics

Town of Newmarket

Town of Richmond Hill
According to Census
2006, Richmond Hill has
a population of 162,704
up from 132,030 in
2001. Richmond Hill
is expected to have
191,000 residents by
2011, and 212,000
by 2021. The Town of
Richmond Hill includes
Richmond Hill and Oak
Ridges.

According to Census
2006, Newmarket
has a population
of 74,295, up from
65,788 in 2001.
Newmarket is expected to have over
87,000 residents by
2011, and 95,000 by
2021.
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Local Demographics

CIty of Vaughan

Town of Whitchurch-Stoufville
According to Census 2006, Vaughan
has a population of
238,8666, up from
182,022 in 2001. The
City of Vaughan includes Concord, Kleinburg, Maple, Thornhill,
and Woodbridge.

According to Census 2006,
Whitchurch-Stouﬀville has a
population of 24,390 up from
22,008 in 2001. WhitchurchStouﬀville includes Ballantree,
Bethesda, Bloomington, Cedar Valley, Churchilll, Gormley,
Lemonville, Musselman Lake,
Pine Orchard, Pleasantville,
Ringwood, Stoufville, Vandorf,
Vivian, Wesley Corners.
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Community Information Tables

Community Information

Source of Information

Implications for LBS
Programming

Approximately 10% (71,600) of York
region’s population are low-income. Of
these:
23% are children 0-14;
16% are youth 15-24;
49% are 25-64 (core working ages); and,
12% are seniors 65 and over.

A proﬁle of York Region’s
low income population:
Research Highlights, York
Region, 2004

An increase of poverty has several
impacts of LBS programming:
•Accessible and aﬀordable transit: A
lack of transit options, especially in
rural areas, make accessing certain
programs challenging
•Demand for reliable sources of childcare for learners’ children is growing.
•Increased need for eldercare for
learners’ who support extended family at home.
•There is an increased need for
eldercare for learners’ who support
extended family.
•Flexible scheduling and attendance
of class hours so that learners who
have varied schedules may continue
to study while working.

LLC meeting notes
Programs report an increase of learners
who are working poor. Only 53% of lowincome individuals worked in 2000 and
of those only 18% worked full-time and
18% worked full-time for part of the year.
Likewise, only 4% worked part-time all
year and 13% worked part-time for part
of the year.
This working cycle often makes it diﬃcult
for learners to attend classes on a regular
basis; as well other responsibilities often
inhibit learners’ ability to use programs
fully.
From 1999 to 2002, the number of clients
using the emergency shelter system
increased 242% from 748 to 2557 users
in the York region. One in 10 York region
residents live in a low-income household. Yet in 2001, the average household
Income was $96, 282 (a 30% increase
from 1996 average household income,
- $74,272). The LLC has not seen the rise
of average household income beneﬁtting
their learners; learners are amongst those
experiencing the growing rate of poverty
in the York region.

Preventing Homelessness
The growing rates of poverty that is
in York Region, York Region impacting learners in all programs.
Community Services and
Housing, 2004

There has been a signiﬁcant increase in
demand for literacy programming by
young adults (age 18-20) in both York
Region and South Simcoe.

LLC meeting notes; Simcoe County DSB; York Region DSB; ALCT-LCYSouth
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York Region Quick Facts,
York Region
LLC meeting notes

Programs need to be able to meet
this growing demand.

Community Information Tables

Community Information

Source of Information

Implications for LBS
Programming

In the programs for people with develop- LLC meeting notes;
mental disabilities, there has also been
York Region DSB
a very large increase in the number of
young adults, particularly high-functioning adults ages 21-25. Traditionally, the
York Region DSB, in programs serving
this clientele, has had a primarily an older
clientele.

Programs have noted that there are
waiting lists for programs for people
with developmental disabilities. As
well, it is diﬃcult to ﬁnd programming at appropriate levels for the
high-functioning developmentally
delayed adults.

A number of programs receive daily calls
from non-English speakers (ESL) seeking services. Many of these callers have
literacy needs, but they are diﬃcult to accommodate in LBS programs, as their oral
communication skills in English are not
always high enough. Programs spend
many work hours referring ESL learners.
This trend is not limited to the southern
part of York Region: there has also been
an increase in calls in northern areas.

Programs increasingly spend staﬀ
hours on referral services for community services.

LLC meeting notes;
York Region DSB;
Literacy Council York
Simcoe;
ALCT-LCYSouth

Access to pubic transit is a signiﬁcant
LLC meeting notes
challenge to learners. Public transit is
improving along main routes, such as the
Highway 7, Yonge, and Bayview corridors.
OW provides transit passes for some
learners, but many learners still ﬁnd the
cost of transit preventative in getting to
some programs.
In some rural areas there is no public
transit for learners to rely upon to access
programs.
York Region’s social assistance caseload
has remained relatively stable since 1999.
In 2003 the social assistance caseload
averaged 4,152 households per month
(including over 8,000 individuals, spouses
& children). These cases represented
approximately 1.05% of York Region’s
population. According to OW, the maximum amount a single person can receive
a month is $536. A family (two adults, two
children ages 0-12) receives a maximum
amount of $1200 per -month.

Transit to and from programs remains as a hurdle for many learners.
In some cases, this means individuals who wish to attend programs are
unable because of limited transit
options.

Economic and Development Review 2003, Municipality of York Region.

OW, Telephone Inquiry,
November 1, 2005
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Community Information Tables

Trends & Highlights
Literacy and ESL
A very obvious area for collaboration in our region is the natural overlap between language and literacy. Although
many newcomers are well educated, many English as a Second Language learners require literacy training to
become work ready. High level ESL learners are often know to have large gaps in their literacy skills that they
themselves were not aware of. As one literacy worker put it, “they don’t know what they don’t know”. They
score quite high on the Canadian Language Benchmarks, but quite low on the Test of Workplace Essential Skills
(TOWES). They are not work ready as employers will not hire them for fear of costly mistakes. For these and other
reasons, literacy programs are seeing more and more ESL learners.
There is also a significant number of ESL Literacy learners who don’t have literacy skills in their first language. It
requires special strategies that draw on both Literacy and ESL expertise to teach someone a new language and to
read and write for the first time. Currently there is no strategy, federally, provincially, or locally for dealing with this

Four to One
With over 40 agencies and institutions respresented on our Local Literacy Committees, we need to make very effective use of our meeting time. One strategy has been to combine the four Toronto LLCs into one large group
(programs in York Region comprise their own LLC dealing with issues in that region). Feedback has been positive,
integration has been increased, and the committee has been very responsive to issues raised at meetings. One challenge of such a large group is that we no longer have meeting time for each participant to give a program update. To
address this challenges, the committee has decided to seek funding for an online content management system where
programs could collaborate and share information on committee business. Another concern resulting from the large
group city-wide group, was not to lose the smaller community/neighbourhood focus. Small sub-groups may be a way
to address this challenge.

Collective Public Outreach Campaign
Our LLC’s have demonstrated a great ability to come together to work collectively on initiatives that are more effective and productive when done as a
shared venture. Last year year we focused on a collective education campaign.
The Toronto and York Region LLC’s were brought together as one group to
identify common objectives, the outreach vehicle (a poster), and the main
message. The poster was launched and distributed in September 2008, and
we have seen a marked increase in calls to the LAN hotline which we are
tracking in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the poster. For 2008-2009,
the LLC’s have decided to take a collective approach to professional development, which is being undertaken by a committee for Toronto and a separate
committee for York Region.
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Trends and Highlights

Geography and Transportation
York Region, along with Bradford, covers a very large area. Many literacy learners do not own cars and must use
public transit, which does not fully cover outlying areas (York Region Transit webiste). As well, catchment areas
often cross regional boundaries, i.e. Simcoe County and York Region. Often the only transportation option is the
GO system, using a combination of trains and buses. Lengthy travel times discourage or even prohibit participation
in literacy programs.
Because of geography and transportation issues, it is vital that literacy programs have the capacity to form partnerships so they can better serve the learners in poorly served areas. These partnerships would often have to extend
beyond regional and municipal boundaries
Supports for learning
According to the 2007 Report Card on Child and Family Poverty in Canada, the average incomes for the poorest
10% of Canadian families with children have increased over the past 10 years by $2,576 or 18%. In contrast, the
richest 10% of families with children saw average income increases of $50,115 or 31% between 1994-2005. For every
$1 earned by the poorest 10% of families with children, the richest 10% earned $12.57 in 2005. There is a co-relation between poverty and low literacy levels, and many adult literacy learners are OW or EI recipients, working in
low-paying jobs, or moving in and out of employment. Services that support low income earners should be available
across the board, not limited, and consistently across the Region. For example, some Job Skills offices only serve
people on EI, not OW.
The Report Card goes on to state that access to affordable, high quality early learning and child care programs promote children’s well being while enabling their parents to work or receive training, and points out that a universally
accessible system of early learning and child care services is a critical element in a comprehensive poverty reduction
strategy. At this time, OW does not support daycare services, only child minding services and the support is capped
at $32 a week.
As literacy learners often face multiple issues and barriers to learning, it is important that organizations and agencies
providing support services work together. Literacy programs need increased resources to increase their capacity to do
more outreach with OW, EI, ODSP, and other stakeholders in the community - and to potential employers as well.
This outreach could also include creating a better understanding of what learners achieve in the LBS system.
The Local Literacy Committee has identified partnership development and negotiation as a priority for professional
development. Many of the barriers and challenges unique to York Region could be addressed by an increased capacity to do Outreach and Partnership Development.
Technology
Litearcy programs need to be able to keep up with innovations in technology in order to provide appropriate training
for learners, and also to meet their own administrative needs. Computer labs must be kept up to date - for example,
new Microsoft Office applications are very different from previous versions and it would be very redundant to train
learners on older applications. Delivery agencies much be provided with ongoing resources to keep their technology
current, and to plan for future software and harware upgrades.
Population Growth
York Region is growing more quickly than anywhere else in Canada. According to the 2006 Census, the population
increased from 729,254 in 2001 to 892,712 in 2006, a percentage increase of 22.4 percent, compared to a 6.6 percent
increase for Ontario as a whole. The York Region Planning Department projects a population of 1,008,00 by 2011
(see table below). New LBS programming is needed to meet the needs of this growing population.
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York Region Local Literacy
Committee Planning Templates
Capacity Information
This section includes projections of learners served by LBS Delivery Agencies on the York Region Local Literacy
Committee. It also concludes a summary of LBS Delivery Agencies’ referrals from and to EO/MTCU initiatives in
2008-2009.

Agency Planning Templates
This section includes the planning templates for each LBS Delivery Agency on the York Region Local Literacy Committee, and reflects how the agencies respond to community needs.
It describes each Agency’s client focus, program outcomes, training delivery model, delivery agents, address, program
status, activity, capacity, and its advantage and rationale. If there are changes from the previous LSP, this is noted in
the “Advantage/Rationale” column on the far right.

E-learning
This section includes a summary of learners invoivement in MTCU e-learning initiatives.

Information and Referral:

These tables are designed for planning purposes. For Information and Referral to LBS programs in the York Region,
contact the Literacy Access Network (LAN), 416-961-5557, or go to the MTML website, www.mtml.ca and follow
the link to LAN. LAN is a service of the Metro Toronto Movement for Literacy.
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E. Academic Upgrading
Partnerships Update
In the fall of 2006, the Ministry of
Training, Colleges and Universities
introduced a partnership approach
that encourages shared delivery among
colleges, school boards and community
organizations. Prior to Academic Upgrading Partnerships (AUP), academic
upgrading was delivered exclusively by
Ontario Community Colleges using the
Academic and Career Entrance (ACE)
curriculum. Under the AUP, access is
greatly increased by allowing ACE to
be offered in community-based and
school board programs.
With the support of the regional network, programs in the MTML Region
were able to develop three successful
partnerships in Phase 1. In Phase 2
there are now seven successful partnerships operating in the Native, Francophone, and English streams.

ACE stands for Academic and Career Entrance
ACE is accepted as the equivalent of Grade 12.
This is important for entrance into post-secondary
programs and/or apprenticeships.
ACE was launched in 2004. It used to be called Basi c
Training for Skills Development.
ACE is available at Ontario’s 24 colleges, and under
the Academic Upgrading Partnership is available at
community-based and school board agencies.
ACE provides upgrading in math, English, science an d
computers.
ACE is recognized by colleges and employers.
ACE is available in English and French.

In its letter of March 27, 2007, MTCU
notes that the partnership approach
is consistent with its broader plans for Employment Ontario since this approach expands models of delivery and
ensures a focus on successful transitions to postsecondary programs and apprenticeship training. The second phase
of funding allows for partnerships to be established with other non-LBS funded agencies (funded by MTCU or the
Ministry of Education) including school boards, First Nations technical institutes, apprenticeship training delivery
agencies and universities.
The following section highlights the eight AUP partnerships currently underway in Toronto and York Region. The
data for this section was gathered through structured interviews with program staff during the Ministry of Education funded project, Connecting Pathways for Adult Education Learners, 2008. The opinions expressed in the following section are those of the respondees.
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Alexandra Park Neighbourhood Learning Centre
Program:
Alexandra Park Learning Centre is a Community-Based literacy program, located
in the Scadding Court Community Centre at Dundas and Bathurst. It is the lead
partner of this Academic Upgrading Partnership with George Brown College which
was established in the late Fall of 2007 in response to an MTCU call for proposals.
The program is delivered in a classroom and offers Self Management/Self Direction,
Math, Computers, and Communications - English on a Monday – Thursday, 6pm
– 9pm schedule. 72 students were served in their last fiscal year.
The program was designed based on focus group with young women in community program running out of Scadding Court. Instructors provide instruction, Scadding Court Community Centre provides space and administration,
and George Brown provides consultation.
To ensure that the partnership is responsive to community needs, they have constructed a student survey to ensure
that the program is meeting those needs. They meet with other AU Partnership agencies to help ensure that they
remain responsive to emerging needs. APNLC is part of a larger community organization that is very engaged in its
community and this assists with our ability to keep in touch with emerging needs.

Learners:
Many of the youth were
observed to be more
motivated about moving
on after their college
orientation. We could not
achieve this without the
college as a participating
partner.

72 students were served in their last fiscal year.
Males and Females, ages 18-25 years old
Literacy levels to OBS
Young Families
Mostly on Social Assistance
It was observed that the program has assisted with access and mobility
through the adult basic education system and that, to date, the transition
from ACE to College has been successful. In terms of information and referral, ”we make strong referral to appropriate services and agencies where
necessary. Our referral protocol is in keeping with Ministry standards.”

Successful Partnerships:
Open communication is the key. It helps if members of the partnership have a good understanding of the each
other’s organizational needs and limitations.

Areas for Improvement:
The lack of clarity around the ACE communication curriculum has been frustrating.

Lessons:
Many of the youth were observed to be more motivated about moving on after their college orientation. We
could not achieve this without the college as a participating partner. The whole process was a good experience
for APNLC. “After many years of LBS is was refreshing and challenging to have to work with MTCU and George
Brown to create a initiative that we believe are meeting the needs in an area that we have identified as a gap in
service for many years.”
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Learning Centre for Georgina
Program:
The Learning Centre for Georgina (LCG) is a Community-Based literacy program,
located in the Georgina Ice Palace adjacent to the Library in Keswick. It is the lead
partner of the Academic Upgrading (AU) Partnership with Seneca College, which was
one of the first partnerships established in January 2007.
LCG offers grade 12 equivalency credits in English, Math, Biology and Chemistry for
the purpose of college entry. We work closely with Seneca in regards to course counseling for learners, accommodations, registration, curriculum delivery, and individual
recommendations for current and future training. When learners express interest in
the Academic Upgrading program they are assessed to determine their readiness for
training. If they do not meet the necessary requirements they are given the opportunity to upgrade their skills in our Literacy Basic Skills classes and are then transferred
into our AU classes once ready to succeed.
This partnership was established as a way of meeting the needs of a rural
community. It has given the residents of Georgina the ability to access
courses in their community where transportation is one of our largest issues.
As such, those that have attended our training have been able to go on to
college and further training they might have never accessed or felt it was
possible to access due to the lack of local availability.

This partnership has provided
hope and a diﬀerent set of
goals that had not previously
been contemplated by many
of our learners.

Learners:
46 learners currently enrolled this fiscal year
Gender: learners are split evenly between male and female learners
Income: the majority of learners are either employed or being supported by other family members.
Age Range: 19 – 65+ years old
The majority of learners have dropped out of school prior to attaining their Grade 12 diploma and are hoping to
find an alternative way into college that will not take years of independent study to accomplish. Most start their
training in our Literacy Basic Skills program and spend several months upgrading before moving into the AU
program. This gives them a strong academic foundation from which to begin and helps to ensure their success as
they work their way through their credit courses.

Successful Partnerships:
Mutual respect, honest dialogue, clear communication and expectations have given this partnership a strength and
commitment to finding the best ways to serve the clientele in the Georgina area.

Lessons:
Having a community based agency provide the instructor to lead the courses has helped to ease the pressure on
the clientele of attempting a course that is viewed to be at a college level. Learners that have accessed this program have proven to be role models for other learners in our LBS program, giving them the hope that they too
can achieve what their fellow learners are working towards. This was the missing piece in our Centre and it is this
partnership that has provided hope and a different set of goals that had not previously been contemplated by many
of our learners.
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Parkdale Project Read
Program:
Parkdale Project Read is a Community-Based literacy agency located in west
Toronto and is the lead partner with George Brown College (GBC) to deliver the
Academic and Career Entrance (ACE) program. The ACE program is designed for
people who have not completed secondary school, and want to gain the skills necessary to continue their education or pursue further training.
PPR initiated the partnership with GBC in response to a MTCU call for proposals. Program delivery began in December of 2007.
The program is offered at PPR and is delivered in a classroom setting and offers Communications/English and
Computers. The program runs 3 days a week on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday from 9 am to 12 pm. PPR
administers the program and provides the space and supplies such as books, pens and paper. GBC hires and provides the instructor. GBC textbooks are used for the curriculum as well as supplementary resources provided by the
instructor and PPR. The instructor from GBC teaches on-site at PPR in a classroom setting. There is some one-toone support for learners offered by volunteer tutors.
The program was created in response to community needs and input learner
input was taken into consideration. Some of the input came from learners
who had made the transition to GBC but bounced back to PPR. A program
evaluation will take place in the next 3 to 5 months.

The transition piece is like
an invisible wall which was
diﬃcult to push through

Learners:
There are currently 12 learners enrolled in the AU program. The learners are mainly composed of a mix of early
school leavers and mothers (around age 30) whose children are in school. About 5 out of 12 learners transitioned
from the PPR LBS Program into the AU program.
PPR learners who are interested in taking ACE math are referred to the AU program at Alexandra Park Learning
Centre. So far, information about the program has been distributed through hand delivered flyers, email and agency
referrals. Interview subject felt that there is a need to make direct contact with the people and agencies where the
flyers were delivered. When making referrals, “it helps to know a person’s name and build a relationship.” She’d
like to connect with agencies more creatively and formally. For example, PPR has identified the need for this kind
of program for young men under the age of 30 but they’ve found it challenging in finding ways to get them through
the door.

Successful Partnerships:
The PPR and GBC Academic Upgrading Partnership have the following partnership elements:
• Formalized Partnership Agreement
• Clearly Articulated Goals
• Action Plan to Achieve Goals
• Established Roles and Responsibilities
• Evaluation and Revision Mechanisms
The instructor from PPR has regular communication with other AU instructors at St. Christopher House and Alexandra Park Neighbourhood Learning Centre. They have meetings and share resources.
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Parkdale Project Read
Lessons:
In terms of access and mobility, “having an instructor from GBC and a learning coach has improved access and
mobility for adult learners who would like to make the transition to college. The transition piece is like an invisible wall which was difficult to push through.” Although she knew about GBC and the programs offered before
the partnership began, it was difficult to navigate through the system and know who to speak to. She feels that the
partnership has broken the invisible wall down. “It’s opened up communication in a way we didn’t have before.”“It’s
expanding learners’ ideas that they can go to college. It’s not really what they’re thinking about when they come
through the door,” she said.

PTP Adult Learning and Employment Programs
Program:
PTP is the lead partner and is responsible for the day-to-day delivery of the AU
program. This includes premises, text books, student administration, coordination of students, etc. Seneca College provides the assessment material, assessment support for borderline candidates, confirmation of approved text books and
other teacher resources, and signs off individual student grade reports. Students
are registered with Seneca after 1 month and can opt to go to Seneca to receive a
student card if they wish. PTP submits the monthly registration papers to Seneca,
but Seneca is responsible for the processing of those registrations.
LEC focuses on outreach and marketing, particularly one-on-one outreach in the
labour sector. For 2008, LEC has also booked a series of advertisements in NOW
magazine for the summer, leading up to the fall term, as part of the marketing
drive and based on the successful results the program had with a similar series of
ads in winter 2008.
The program is offered at one location: evening classes from 6 pm-9 pm Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday at
PTP’s East Centre on Danforth between Pape and Broadview. There are currently 2 full evening classes running,
with approximately 12-15 students in each and the evening is split between English and math curricula. The
evening classes are open to male and female students, and there is no requirement that students be on social assistance.
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PTP Adult Learning and Employment Programs
Students take both math and English. There are 3 levels of math offered, up to the pre-college level (which is
Grade 12 equivalent) and 2 levels of English, also up to the pre-college level (which is Grade 12 equivalent). If
students complete all 3 levels of math and both levels of English, they will receive their Grade 12 equivalency in
those courses. If they complete the lower level courses, they will still receive a transcript. Transcripts are issued by
Seneca College.
The average time for completing 1 course in either Math or English is approximately 20 weeks, but the courses
are designed to be flexible according to students’ individual needs and circumstances. For some students, a single
course will take longer than 20 weeks, but for others the potential exists to complete them more quickly if they are
very motivated and self-driven.
PTP tracks all enquiries, and also refers to literacy programs as necessary and appropriate. They are mandated to
accept students who assess at a high level, and often refer candidates to PTP’s daytime literacy programs while
providing 2-3 different options.
The partnership was initiated by PTP in response to a call for proposals from MTCU. The program is wholly funded
by MTCU and is delivered free to students who are assessed at a high LBS or OBS IV level.

Learners:
In the first 4 months (to end of February 2008), the program had served 50 learners in some or other capacity. The
enormous demand for academic upgrading is highlighted by these figures when compared with the original goal for
the program that it would serve at least 40 students in the first 12 months.
•
•
•
•

28 of these learners were assessed at LBS 3, 4 or 5 and 22 at OBSIV. Because the program is mandated
to accept learners at a high LBS5 level or OBSIV, learners assessed at lower than LBS 5 are referred to
appropriate literacy programs.
The majority of both LBS and OBS students are ages 25-44 and there are three to four times more
women on the program than men.
Training and education is the predominant goal although some students are aiming at
employment as their key outcome.
About half the LBS students are on some form of social assistance, while closer to a third of the OBS
students are on social assistance.

There are a number of key groups of learners that are attracted to the AU program:
•
Learners who dropped out of high school and now want to access post-secondary education.
•
Learners with high school diplomas who have been out of school for a while and want to review and
brush up on their skills before applying to college – or want to upgrade one specific subject (usually math).
•
Second language learners/new Canadians who want to prepare for post-secondary education in Canada.
•
Students looking to go the apprenticeship route.
•
Students who want to build their confidence and academic self-esteem before applying to
college.
•
Although the AU program is NOT a GED-preparation course, there are several students on the program
who score LBS 5 but did not score well on the GED pre-assessment, so they are doing AU as a bridging
measure.
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PTP Adult Learning and Employment Programs
Students complete learner satisfaction surveys to assess their feelings about the program on an ongoing basis, and
their input is taken into account in this manner. Transit support and childcare subsidies are offered to learners, as
well as regular career/educational counseling as they proceed through the program. Students are referred to Job
Solutions where appropriate to assist them with employment counseling and job search support.

Successful Partnerships:
The AU program provides a stimulating, supportive space for students wanting to bridge that gap from secondary
to post-secondary (and often these are students who had bad experiences in the secondary education system) to
provide them with an opportunity to access college, better training, better employment opportunities and a better
quality of life. The program has recorded a very high degree of attendance which is a sign of strong commitment
on the part of students.
Successful partnerships are built on shared values, goals and outcomes. The definition of specific roles within a
partnership is also crucial, although there should be some degree of flexibility to ensure that changing program
needs can be met. Program coordination, and ongoing engagement with all the partners, is pivotal. PTP reported
that the roles of the partners are clearly defined, which makes for a good balance of outcomes.

Lessons:
PTP observed that the program is so new that much of the day-to-day program coordination has unfolded organically and there are certainly areas where we could make the partnership more effective. They hold planning
sessions on a regular basis, but a more defined set of directives for the future of the program and the individual
outcomes/contributions of the partners, at both a strategic and a micro level, would be a good next step.
In the case of AU programs, the role of the instructors is interesting. Many of the AU programs currently in existence have employed instructors who also teach at the partner colleges, which makes for a seamless transition from
a grading, teaching and quality perspective. PTP’s program has a mixture of college instructors and instructors from
a literacy background, and PTP believes that the combination enriches the service offering to students. Teachers from a community background are often more sensitive to the needs of vulnerable students or those requiring
a particularly supportive environment, but teachers from a college background are skilled in steering students
through the pre-college curriculum and ensuring they are fully prepared for college academics.
Communication, ongoing interaction and engagement, creating a repository of shared knowledge and information
about the program, tackling problems and concerns immediately and most of all making sure all partners have a
chance to voice their input. On a program like this one, the teachers are a key element of the program’s success
(happy, resourced and supported teachers mean satisfied students) and should be a focus of the program coordination efforts.
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St. Christopher House Adult Literacy Program
Academic Upgrading Program:
St. Christopher House is the lead partner on the Academic Upgrading Partnership
with George Brown College. Planning commenced in October 2007 and delivery of
the program started December 2007.
Initiated as a response to MTCU’s call for proposals. it also responds to a long-time
identified community need and request for part-time evening College preparation in
a supported environment.
The program is offered at St. Christopher House’s 1033 King St. West location (King St. West and Shaw). Interested individuals attend an information session at St. Christopher House to learn about the Academic Upgrading
program, program criteria and level of commitment.
Students write an assessment test to see if the Academic Upgrading at St.
Christopher House is best suited for them. Qualified students need to have
a grade 10 equivalency in English writing and comprehension to participate.
A Learning Coach reviews all options for anyone who has written the assessment (CAAT).
Once accepted into the Academic Upgrading program at St. Christopher
House, the student will meet with a Learning Coach to have an orientation
to the program and to get to know the interests of the student.

The current Academic
Upgrading partnership is
breaking through systemic
barriers for adults who
have a desire to attend
College, and who would not
otherwise be admitted.

Students attend the class 4 times a week. The program is delivered by a
GBC instructor to a class of up to 12 students. Students work on vocabulary, reading and writing, essay writing, computer studies, research and presentations, as well as preparation for the
Mature Student Exam. The Mature Student Exam places learners in the College program of their choice.
Student progress depends on the level and commitment of each student. Most people will stay in the program up
to 8 months.
Communications/English and Computer Studies. This program is offered 4 evenings per week. Monday - Thursday
6 pm – 9 pm.
The St. Christopher House Learning Coach works with students to:
•
learn about College programs,
•
access academic advice,
•
visit College Libraries and participate in campus tours,
•
hear about careers and educational opportunities of their choice,
•
take class trips to interesting places around the City that will excite and encourage
students’ interest in pursuing further education and training or apprenticeships,
support the student to participate and stay in the program. This may mean help with
•
housing, income supports and counselling programs.
Students work each night with a George Brown College instructor through the course that will prepare them for
College entrance. Students can apply to any College or further training program of their choice.
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St. Christopher House Adult Literacy Program
Academic Upgrading Learners:
Total number of learners = 26
Gender: Male – 14, Female – 12
Income: OW – 7, ODSP -1, EI – 1, Employed – 7, Other – 10
Age range: 18-50 years old
20 people are 18-30 years old
2 people are 31-40 years old
3 people are 40-50 years old
Learners are supported in the following ways:
a)
Initially through information sessions in a group;
b)
Orientation with a Learning Coach, one–to–one;
c)
Learning Plan development with a Learning Coach, one-to-one;
d)
Ongoing meetings and updates with a Learning Coach, one-to-one;
e)
Access to: GBC academic advising, college tours, access to the GBC library, guest speakers to the
program and class trips to relevant learning opportunities.

Successful partnership:
The current Academic Upgrading partnership is breaking through systemic barriers for adults who have a desire to
attend College, and who would not otherwise be admitted.
Excellent communication, follow through and accurate information regarding process are some elements of what
affords a partnership to be responsive and successful for students.
The partnership has worked well together. There is a formalized partnership agreement that describes the roles
and responsibilities of each. We have had a number of planning meetings and have been successful in connecting
students to GBC services.

Lessons:
It is essential to have good planning and evaluation for any partnership to succeed. Responsive staff who contribute
their expertise creates a good partnership who than in turn provides the best program for the community.
St. Christopher House observed that a more coordinated approach between the AU partnerships across the City
could be strengthened. It is important for front line staff to be informed about current programs, apprenticeship
applications, education applications and criteria regarding employment standards or educational levels. To have
this information in one data base or access point would help staff with information and referrals. Adult education
coordination needs to be connected and informed beyond LBS and OBS to include emerging bridging programs at
universities (Ryerson and U of T), adult learning centers and community based learning programs across the City.
There are areas of improvement that can be expected after the first year of working together; such as an evaluation
process and the articulation of a shared vision, articulated goals.
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Toronto Council Fire Native Cultural Centre
Program:
Toronto Council Fire Native Cultural Centre, located in the downtown core, is the
lead partner with George Brown College
Program started in December 2006
Toronto Council Fire worked with MTCU to initiate this partnership with GBC.
The program is offered 4 times a week during the day and twice weekly during the evenings, delivered onsite at
Toronto Council Fire. Offers communications, math and computers.
The teachers were hired on contract with GBC. 2 Council Fire instructors who are sensitive to native needs were
also hired.

Learners:
Council Fire gathers learner input into the program in the following ways:
•
Questionnaire box where learners can submit input (used 6 weeks into the program).
•
Surveys.
•
Weekly Talking Circles: Sometimes the circles are with guidelines about what we’d like to know; other
times they are very open. Talking circles allows people to connect with their identity, their history and what
brought them to the program. It also allows students to bring up sensitive questions as First Nations people. It
helps them understand external factors; open their eye to possibilities and helps take pressure off them in order to
remain positive. The pre-apprenticeship program has 4 days of classes and the fifth day is for the Talking Circle and
other workshops outside of math and English (i.e.; Workshops with Medicine Wheel, CAMH, problem solving,
etc.) Concerns and/or issues that come up are built into the Self-management/Self-direction course.
Average of about 30 learners at any one time.
Age group is anywhere from 17-54 years old. A small percentage is over the age 55. The majority are between the
ages of 29-43 years old. Gender split about 50%. Many learners need levels 4/5 communications/English.
In terms of access and mobility through the ALO framework Council Fire observed that this program has helped
enormously. A number of students have entered college programs. About 20 of them entered from the Miziwe Biik
Aboriginal Employment and Training centre and 9 others have gone through the AU program. Two to three of the
learners were from staff; the program is open to them as well.

Successful partnerships:
There has been some success. Learners feel a sense of accomplishment,
even just walking in there is a bold thing. You can’t get a whole picture of a
person based on a mark. The mark is based on things you learn in a classroom, there’s no measure for everything (i.e. multiple intelligences; emotional intelligence, critical thinking etc.)

More speciﬁc partnership
guidelines would have been
helpful.

Learners are referred in the following ways:
•
MTML referrals, best way of knowing what’s available in the community. It helps
knowing about other agencies - it’s really important.
•
Affiliation with Ontario Native Literacy Coalition.
•
Referrals on an individual basis; people might leave because they’ve found a job.
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Toronto Council Fire Native Cultural Centre
Lessons:
•
Each of the partners must have clearly defined roles. This can sometimes be difficult and present
some problems. By not having clearly defined roles; you may have assumptions at the beginning and this
sets the climate.
•
Have a clear understanding of the managerial structure for each partner so it’s easier to do things such as
scheduling; setting meetings; administration; making changes; purchase things and even cancelling a class.
There are often many people involved.
•
Knowing who to contact regarding particular questions and decision-making.
•
Have to be accountable to managers, colleges, employment agency.
•
More specific partnership guidelines would have been helpful.
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Academic Upgrading Partnership Lessons
•

Many of the youth were observed to be more motivated about moving on after their college orientation. We
could not achieve this without the college as a participating partner. The whole process was a good experience for APNLC. After many years of LBS is was refreshing and challenging to have to work with MTCU and
George Brown to create a initiative that we believe are meeting the needs in an area that we have identified as
a gap in service for many years.

•

In terms of access and mobility, “having an instructor from GBC and a learning coach has improved access
and mobility for adult learners who would like to make the transition to college. The transition piece is like an
invisible wall which was difficult to push through.” Although she knew about GBC and the programs offered
before the partnership began, it was difficult to navigate through the system and know who to speak to. She
feels that the partnership has broken the invisible wall down. “It’s opened up communication in a way we
didn’t have before.”“It’s expanding learners’ ideas that they go to college. It’s not really what they’re thinking
about when they come through the door,” she said.

•

PTP observed that the program is so new that much of the day-to-day program coordination has unfolded
organically and there are certainly areas where the partnership could be more effective. They hold planning
sessions on a regular basis, but a more defined set of directives for the future of the program and the individual
outcomes/contributions of the partners, at both a strategic and a micro level, would be a good next step.

•

In the case of AU programs, the role of the instructors is interesting. Many of the AU programs currently in
existence have employed instructors who also teach at the partner colleges, which makes for a seamless transition from a grading, teaching and quality perspective. PTP’s program has a mixture of college instructors and
instructors from a literacy background and PTP believes that the combination enriches the service offering to
students. Teachers from a community background are often more sensitive to the needs of vulnerable students
or those requiring a particularly supportive environment, but teachers from a college background are skilled in
steering students through the pre-college curriculum and ensuring they are fully prepared for college academics.

•

Communication, ongoing interaction and engagement, creating a repository of shared knowledge and information about the program, tackling problems and concerns immediately and most of all making sure all partners
have a chance to voice their input. On a program like this one, the teachers are a key element of the program’s
success (happy, resourced and supported teachers mean satisfied students) and should be a focus of the program coordination efforts.

•

It is essential to have good planning and evaluation for any partnership to succeed. Responsive staff who
contribute their expertise creates a good partnership who than in turn provides the best program for the community.

•

St. Christopher’s House observed that a more coordinated approach between the AU partnerships across the
City could be strengthened. It is important for front line staff to be informed about current programs, apprenticeship applications, education applications and criteria regarding employment standards or educational levels. To have this information in one data-base or access point would help staff with information and referrals.
Adult education coordination needs to be connected and informed beyond LBS and OBS to include emerging
bridging programs at universities (Ryerson and U of T), adult learning centres and community based learning
programs across the City.

•

There are areas of improvement that can be expected after the first year of working together such as an evaluation process and the articulation of a shared vision, articulated goals.
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